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Abstract

Entropv studies are presented with Computational Fluicl Dvnamics and Particle Image

Velocimetrv (PIV) from both phvsical and computational points of view.

In the numerical context, an entropv based procedure is presented to assess the solution

accuracy in heat transfer problems with fluid flow using the Second Law of Thermo<lynam-

ics. The procedure is implemented bv a control-volume-based flnite element formulation

for discrete equations arising from the conservation laws ancl the Second Law. The study

involves a compa,rison between the local entropv production rate computed from two forms

of the discretized entropy equation. The Second Law formulation, based on a positive defi-

nite form and the entropv transport equation, is used in the prediction of numerical error

associated with two application problems. In order to quantifv the numerical entropv de-

struction associated with the numerical formulation and known pa,rameters, an apparent

entropv production difference is defined as the computed difference between the positive

definite and the entropv transport forms of equations for the volumetric entropy production

rate. It is demonstrated by the results of the numerical studies that there exists a relation-

ship between the newly defined parameter, called the apparent error in entropv production,

and the solution error in the computed value of the scalar in each control volume. The

approach has been tested successfullv on two heat transfer problems. It is anticipated that

similar trends exist for other heat transfer problems and the methodology can be gener-

alized to other flow conditions. In this way. the entropv based approach can provide a

solid foundation from which more accurate, stable and robust numerical solutions can be

obtained.

In the phvsical (applied) context, a Second Law approach to loss characterization in

fluid flow processes is presented. The unique feature of this approach which distinguishes

it from the traditional loss correlation approach is the examination of losses at a locallevel.

ltl



The local entropv generation provides information on the spatial distribution of loss which

can be used to optimize fluid systems. An application resembling flow through a diffuser

is investigated. The main parameter considered is the angle of inclination that vields the

minimum entropv generation at a specifred Reynolds number and inlet flow condition. In-

stantaneous velocity meâsurements were obtained from a pulsed laser svstem and PIV. The

experiments were conducted in a water tunnel with flow visualization. The numerical and

experimental results show that the approaches for calculating entropv generation are feasi-

ble. Also, loss analvsis using the rate of entropv generation can provide useful information

for the selection of the optimal geometric configuration (vielding the least flow losses).
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Chapter 1

II\TÏlODUCTION

1.1 Background

Entropv and the Second Law of Thermodvnamics serve a vital role in determining the

theoretical limits for the performance of engineering devices. Inefficiencies of any engineering

device can arise due to heat transfer, fluid flow and mass transfer irreversibilities. The

Second Law of Thermodvnamics provides a svstematic means of representing the limiting

behaviour of these devices. For example, the Carnot cvcle efficiencv is based on processes

that requires the least amount of heat input and delivers the most power input, that is, ideal

performance with no irreversibilities. The efficiencies of actual heat engines are compared

based on the degree of proximitv to the corresponding Carnot cvcle. The rate of entropv

generation (or related measures of efficiency based on the Second Law, such as the Seconcl

Law efficiencv) can be used to quantifv the significance of irrevesibilities in thelmofluicl

applications. Power producing devices such as steam turbines deliver the most work, and

power consuming devices such as compressors and pumps consume the least power when

the rate of entropv generation is minimized.

In recent vears) major emphases have been placed on the design of highlv efficient energy

devices and processes. Consequentlv, energy devices have been thoroughlv scrutinized for

possible design improvements. With the current state of this technologv, the margins of



increasing the existing devices further are often relatively small. The Second Law offers

a sYstematic way of reaching the upper limits of technologv performance by a careful,

phvsicallv based examination of the fluid dynamics and thermodvnamic details of processes.

Although, some studies have described a variety of analvtical and empirical techniques for

entropv based optimization of engineering svstems, it is viewed that the detailed implications

of the Second Law have not been fully realized in many design processes.

Fortunatelv. the application of mathematical models for these practical problems can

be worked out by the use of numerical methods. Recent advances in Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) have made it possible to obtain reasonable solutions to the conservation

equations (i.e., mass, momentum and energy equations). Manv problems that arise in

metallurgy, po\¡/er generation, energy storage, aerodvnamics design, and other technological

applications have been successfully solved bv CFD. A designer is able to choose the optimum

design from among a number of alternative possibilities at a remarkable speed using a CFD

tool. A ma.ior difficultv in using CFD predictions arises from the inabilitv to ascertain error

bounds and overall generalitv and robustness of the numerical codes. Solutions can be verv

sensitive to a varietv of adiustable parameters associated with schemes emploved in the

algorithm. Since many of the numerical methods lack a unifred approach to error analvsis,

these parameters may be altered for each new problem. This is usuallv laborious and time

consuming. Recent numerical studies have indicated that the Second Law can provide a

desired basis for effective error analysis in numerical simulations. However, specific studies

on the impact of the Second Law on various discretization issues remain sparse. Also, onlv a

relativelv small number of previous CFD studies have incorporated an entropv relationship

in the numerical evaluation of thermodvnamic processes. As a result, the role of entropv

and the Second Law often remains neglected in the computational analysis of thermo-fluid

systems.

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate the promising potential of the Second Law



bv developing numerical and experimental techniques that predict \ocal irreversibilities in

thermofluid processes. In order to accomplish this goal, the rate of entropy generation is

considered as a derived quantitv that can be computed by post-processing temperature and

velocitv distributions measured experimentallv or predicted with CFD. The CFD formula-

tion incorporates the calculation of entropv generation and a novel application of entropv

as a diagnostic for evaluating the solution accuracv in a numerical scheme predicting heat

and fluid flow. This demonstrates that the Second Law can offer optimization benefits in

the computational analysis of thermofluid systems. Furthermore, the experimental results

demonstrate that the whole-field, non-intrusive, pulsed laser measurements with Particle

Image Velocimetrv (PIV) can be used to obtain local velocity measurements which, in turn,

can be converted to irreversibilities throughout the flow field.

In the next section, a review of previous advances in Second Law analysis is presented.

t.2 Literature Review

Historicallv, the fo'-mulation of the Second Law was reached through the study of heat en-

gines. Following the invention of the steam engine by James Watt, considerable attention

of engineers and scientists was directed to the problem of its further improvement. The

first documented attempt to calculate the maximum effi.ciency, which could be attained

bv an ideal engine, was made by Sadi Carnot (a French engineer in 1824). Carnot intro-

duced the concept of a cycle, reversibilitv and a new principle concerning the maximum

work obtainable from a heat engine [1]. He proposed the optimum thermodvnamic cycle

operating between two constant thermal reservoirs. The cvcle produces mechanical work

by extracting heat from a high temperature reservoir. If the Carnot cvcle is reversed, it

acts as a heat pump to transfer the thermal energy from a low temperature reservoir to a

high temperature reservoir with the input of mechanical work. The absolute temperature

scale established in 1848 by William Thomson was based on concepts introduced by Carnot



[2]. Since then, manv theorems relating efficiency and irreversibilitv have been developed.

These theorems are often refered to as the corollaries of the Carnot principle, and represent

various statements of the Second Law of Thermodynamics:

In the words of Clausius, the Second Law states that " Heat can nener, of i,tself, fl,ow

from a lower to a hi'gher temperature". In other words, no feasible process can be devisecl in

which heat is drawn from a reservoir A and given up to a reservoir B at a higher temperature,

unless some other simultaneous work input occurs from the surroundings.

In the words of Thomson, the Second Law is stated by "It i,s impossi,ble to ertract

heat from a reseruo'ir and conuert i.t wholly into work, wi,thout caus'ing other changes in the

u,niuerse" [3]. Other corollaries exist in the literature [4, b].

In later work, Clausius gave a systematic treatment of the sub.ject of thermoclynamics

and developed an important function called entropy. Clausius defined entropv as a propertv

that characterizes the Second Law in a similar way as how energv characterizes the First

Law' Unlike energv which cannot be created or destroyecl, entropv is a non-conserved

pr-opertv. The entropv balance equation contains a non-negative production term called

entropy generat'ion which is a measure of the magnitude of the irreversibilities present in

actual processes. According to the Second Law, the entropv of an isolated system ten{s to

a maximum at equilibrium, such that this variable is a criterion for the direction in which

processes can take place.

The previous statements of the Second Law are related to efficiencv for the case of closed

sYstems operating in a cycle. The extension of the Second Law analvsis to open systems

is expressed in the form of the Gouv-Stodola Theorem [6]. The expression, W¿o"¡: ToÞ",

is known as the Gouv-Stodola equation for lost work. The theorem states that the lost

available work, Wrost, is directly proportional to the entropv production, Þ", fot the specific

case of a svstem in thermal communication with one heat reservoir. The proportionalitv

factor is the reservoir's absolute temperature, To. The results of Gouv and Stodola are



not generallv applicable. There exists a considerable number of systems that transfer heat

between an arbitrarv number of thermal reservoirs. Bejan [6] extended the analvsis of the

Carnot cvcle to svstems communicating with more than one heat reservoir. In this case,

Bejan concluded that lost work depended on which of the ther-mal reservoirs exchange heat

with the svstem as the irreversibilitv (or entropv production) and work output of the system

changes,

Wlost,j : TjP" (1. 1)

where Q' is the temperature of anv of the individual reservoirs in the analvsis. Since there

exists a direct proportionalitv between entropv production, which <Ìepends solelv on the

degree of thermodvnamic irreversibilitv of the svstem, and the amount of useful work lost,

the design of engineering svstems shoulcl begin with the minimization of entropv generation.

There are two common approaches to Second Law analysis. One approach involves the

integral value of the loss contributions from the individual processes (or components) that
constitute the svstem. This approach identifies the processes that are responsible for large

irreversibilities and overall performance degradation of energy systems. Ling ancl Keuhn

[7] emploved this method in the analvsis of entropv production in a heat pump. Another

approach is the analvsis of entropv production computed locally, i.e., point-bv-point, in
a process (or component of an engineering svstem). This method provicles much more

information about certain locations wherebv entropv procluction is higher than its integral

value over the entire process (or svstem). A study bv Scuibba (1gg7) on an axial turbine

was based on this approach [8].

It has been shown analvticallv that the Seconcl Law serves to optimize the design of
thermal, fluid and energvsvstems [6,9, 10, 11]. Tvpicallv, the analytical approach involves

the derivation of a functional expression for the entropv generation in a process. The

extrema of the functional expression that guarantees minimum entropv production is then

determined bv calculus. Entropv production profiles can also be obtained bv post-processing



experimental and numerical flow fields. A literature review identifies a few numerical models

for the calculation of entropv production. Moore and Moores [12, 13] cleveloped a numerical

model for the mean entropv production in a turbulent flow. Based on Moores' model,

Drost and White predicted the local rate of entropv production associated with a fluid.jet

impinging on a heated wall [14]. Other numerical procedures have been presentecl to predict

mixed convection in a vertical channel with transverse fi.n arravs [15] , and for optimization

of applications involving natural convection in an inclined enclosure [16, 17]. In each of

these studies, a unique benefit of performing entropv computations wâs presented..

Recent advances in Second Law analvsis have identified that entropy has both com-

putational characteristics and traditional phvsical characteristics. In addition to phvsical

processes of viscous dissipation and heat transfer, numerical procedures mav also produce

(or destrov) entropv due to discretization errors, artificial dissipation, and non-physical

numerical results [i8, 19]. The total (generalized) entropv production computed from a

numerical formulation involves the sum of the phvsical and computational entropv produc-

tion. Numerical results are generallv approximate and the difference between computed

results and realitv arises from each part of the process used to obtain numerical solutions.

The increase of entropv principle applies universallv to all known phvsical processes, so it
is evident that the Second Law in particular mav provide something valuable if we expect

mathematical and numerical solutions of differential equations to reflect the phvsical world

[20]. In particular, entropv provides some basis to analyze and ìuc1ge numerical results to

determine if thev are a correct representation of reality. Solutions of the differential equa-

tions for the conservation of mass, momentum and energv which do not satisfv the "entropv

condition" mav be characterized bv a lack of uniqueness, oscillations, or other unusual be-

haviour [21]. Pioneering mathematical work was done bv Lax[22]. In aclclition to the fact

that integral soiutions of hvperbolic conservation laws are not uniquelv cletermined bv their

initial values, Lax also showed that the Second Law is required to pick out the phvsicallv



relevant solutions.

Various applications of entropv have been made to reveal its role in CFD. For exam-

ple, entropv computations have been related to time step constraints, numerical error and

convergence criteria. By a Second Law analvsis, it was shown that the Courant, Freidrichs

and Lewy (CFL) condition for numerical stabilitv follows directlv from the Second Law

under conditions of negligible diffusive transport and constant source terms. Furthermore,

source terms impose more restrictive time step constraints for stable computations than the

conventional CFL condition [23]. The discr-etized entropy equation can provide a means of

ensuring non-linear stabilitv. Merriam [24] shows that a restrictive condition involving a

positive entropv production rate in each control volume is sufficient to guarantee the stabil-

itv of a scheme. Numerical studies were presented to show that solution which are stable,

but do not satisfy the entropv constraint, mav produce quantitatively incorrect results [25].

The reliabilitv of upwinding schemes can also be improved bv the Second Law. Naterer

[18] demonstrated that the performance of an overall numerical algorithm can be improved

bv using a pressure weighted upwinding scheme which satisfies the entropv constraint at

the integration points. The Second Law provides a quantitative measure of the amount of

dissipation added and the amount required for accurate CFD simulations [21]. Other docu-

mented applications include inverse methods that utilize the Secon<l Law [26], limitations of

time step size for stable computations 127 ,23], detection of anomalous mass and momentum

exchange in incompressible fluid flow [29] and the assesment of solution accuracy using a

Second Law based parameter [30]. An overview of entropv and its signifrcance in CFD was

presented by Naterer and Camberos [20].

In certain cases) numerical errors can be characterized by a negative entropv production

and a local violation of the Second Law [20]. However, the existence of numerical entropv

destruction makes it difficult to interpret the generalized entropv production without quan-

tifying the relative proportion of the actual (physical) entropv production. Although a non-



negative entropv production may guarantee numerical stabilitv and a phvsicallv plausible

solution, it does not identifu the possible entropv destruction in the numerical formula-

tion. Therefore, there is a need to quantify, in some way. the possible entropv destruction

associated with a numerical method.

This thesis provides a basis for addressing this need in convective heat transfer. It
Iinks the generalized entropv production to discrete error analvsis, thus providing a tool

for evaluating the solution accuracy in numerical schemes predicting heat and fluid flow.

In addition, a numerical model and an experimental technique for calculating the entropv

production in fluid flow processes are presented.

The next section gives an outline of the thesis which includes applications of the Second

Law in the numerical and experimental prediction of flow losses in an expansion section

(representing flow in a subsonic diffuser).

1.3 Outline of Thesis

In this thesis, a new phvsicallv based procedure is developed and implemented to assess clis-

cretization errors in heat transfer with fluid flow using the Second Law of Thermo{ynamics.

While the mathematical theories of entropv and the Second Law are not new, this work

contributes to research in Second Law analysis bv providing an important link with discrete

error analvsis. Another contribution of this research is a novel application of the pulsed

laser with Particle Image Velocimetry in the experimental measurement of flow irreversibil-

ities. The present study reports velocitv results for the case of a laminar flow through an

expansion section, which can be converted to measured irreversibilities throughout the flow

field as described in this thesis.

Chapter 2 presents the general form of the equation governing the transport of scalars

and the control-volume-based finite element approach (CVFEM) to its discretization. It
introduces the geometric details associated with the description of the solution domain and



the control volumes. It concludes by describing how the conservation laws can be applied

to each control volume to produce discrete equations that model these laws.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the theory of entropv and the Second Law. The information

provided in this chapter is required to understand the entropv based approach to solution

accuracy presented in chapter 4.

Chapter 4 is a main chapter in this thesis. It connects the generalized entropy studies

with discrete error analysis by using the positive definite and transport forms of the entropv

equation. It provides details of the implementation of the approach in the CVFEM scheme.

It concludes bv discussing how various extensions might be implemented.

A Second Law approach to loss characterization is presented in Chapter 5, together with

the examination of the mechanisms responsible for losses in thermofluid svstems.

Chapter 6 discusses the measurement of entropv production using Particle Image Ve-

Iocimetry (PIV). Some considerations relevant to the experimental procedure are discussed.

The chapter concludes bv presenting a representation for entropv production with PIV.

Chapter 7 presents the results of the application of the Second Law optimization studv

in both the computational and applied, physical sense.

The last chapter concludes the thesis with a general discussion and suggestions for

further research.



Chapter 2

DISCRETIZATIOIN OF THE
GOVERNING EQUATIOI\S

2.L Introduction

There are manv approaches to approximating the governing differential equations by a sys-

tem of algebraic equations at discrete locations in space and time. The first ancl the oldest

method is the Finite Difference Method, which approximates the governing equations at

each grid point bv replacing the partial derivatives bv approximations in terms of the nodal

values of the function. The second method is the Finite Volume (FV) Method. In this

approach, algebraic equations used to represent the continuum are formecl bv per-form-

ing conservation balances on specified control volumes distributecl throughout the domain.

The third approach is the Finite Element (FE) Method, which often employs the methocl

of weighted residuals or variational techniques to derive the discretization equations. In the

finite element formulations, an approximation to the solution in terms of shape functions

within each element is substituted into the weighted integral of the conservation law. In
Galerkin's methods, the shape function is the same as the weighting function. The und.er-

lving advantage of the FE method is its abilitv to easilv solve problems involving complex

boundary shapes.

10



The approach that will be used in this thesis is the Control-Volume-Based Finite Element

Method (CVFEM), which combines the important features of the Finite Element and Finite

Volume methods. The Control Volume Finite Element Method is a highlv capable numerical

procedure for solving heat transfer and fluid flow problems. In contrast to other conventional

formulations, the CVFEM results in a scheme that can be made strictly conservative, while

providing complete geometrical flexibilitv. Furthermore, the modeling of all the terms in

the algebraic equations is based on a sound understanding of phvsical processes and balance

of fl.ows, thereby making the CVFEM approach relativelv simple to understand.

2.2 Governing Differential Equations

The equations governing fluid flow and heat transfer in practical applications are expressed

in terms of partial differential equations. These equations represent the principle of con-

servation of mass, momentum and other scalar quantities. A convenience of the numerical

formulation is provided bv the recognition that these governing equations possess a conrmon

form [31]. The conservation form of the scalar transport equation in multi-climensions is

given by

ry +Y .(pvfi- v.(rvd): P (2-1)

where @ is the dependent variable such as concentration, temperature) velocity, etc., which

is transported throughout the flow field bv diffusion and convection. The terms on the

left-hand side of Eq. (2.1) represent (from left to right) the transient storage term, the

convective fl.ux, and the diffusive flux. The term on the right-hand side is known as the

production/source of / over the volume. In the modeling of the general / equation (Eq.

2.1), f and Þ are generalized. properties representing the <tiffusion coefficient ancl source

tetms, respectivelv. For example, I mav represent conductivitv viscositv, eddy diffusivitv,
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etc. depending on the conserved quantitv under consideration. Also, terms that cannot be

expressed through the convection and diffusion terms can be lumped into the source term.

For the particular case of a two-dimensional laminar flow, the equations governing the

conservation of mass, momentum and energy can be written in a form similar to Eq.(2.1),

i.e.'

a
arlo''i) 

: tt (2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

a. a ôP
*loa)+ *louiuo):-ôa .hl,@.H)l *,,

ftroø + ftØ,ió): & (,#) .'r
where ,S is the source term. The subscript z¿ and þ denote the velocity component and

temperature, respectivelv.

In these equations, the Cartesian-tensor notation has been emploved. In the remaining

sections of this chapter, the geometrical information and the local-global coordinate trans-

formation required to applv the conservation laws to each control volume will be described

in detail.

2.3 Domain Discretization

A tvpical solution domain which is subdivided into linear, quadrilateral finite elements is

illustrated in Figure 2.1. The grid is arranged in a collocated manner so that the velocity

components, pressure and temperature are obtained at nodes located on every element cor-

ner. The finite element representation, with a local (s, r) coordinate svstem that defines the

shape functions and other element properties, is shown in Figure 2.2. A local numbering

scheme, ranging from 1 to 4, is adapted within each element so that the flnite element equa-

tions can be developed locally, i.e., independent of the mesh configuration. The resulting
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element propertv relations apply to all elements, irrespective of how distorted they mav

actuallv be in the solution domain. Following a conventional assemblv procedure [32] for

flnite elements, the local nodal equations are assembled into the global system of equations

involving global nodes. The conservation principle is applied over the 'effective' control vol-

ume defined bv all sub-volumes from elements surrounding a particular node in the mesh.

Each element is subdivided into four sub-control volumes, with internal sub-control-volume

(SCV) boundaries coincident with the local coordinate surfaces defined by s : 0 and r :0
(see Fig. 2.2, note origin of axes at center of element).

Figure 2.I: A tvpical domain

Convected quantities across the edges (surfaces) of a control volume are approximated

bv their values at the midpoint of a sub-surface, called the integration point, where "ip"

refers to the integration point in Fig. (2.2). The variation of the geometrv and scalar

variable (temperature and entropy in our case) at anv point within the element can be

described in terms of the global variables by

r:\Nø,i
i:7

13

(2.5)



conlrol volume

Figure 2.2: Elemental Arrangement

where ri, A¿ and Õ¿ are nodal

functions, Ä/¿ are given bv [32]

4

u:ÐN,an
i:7
4

ó:ÐNiOi
i:1

values of x, v, and /. The

n,:]fr+s)(1 +r)

w': IQ- s)(1 + r)

¡rr:i(1 -s)(1 -r)
¡vn: ïe+ s)(1 - r)

The spatial derivatives of the scalar are evaluated accordi'g to

finibe elqnent

(2.6)

(2.7)

isoparametric, linear shape

(2.8)

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

oö .l a¡r,
ô": !- a, a'

t4

(2.r2)



ôd_SôN¿t
ar: àãú 

(2'13)

In order to obtain the x and y derivatives of the shape functions in Eqs.(2.12 and 2.13), we

apply the chain rule for partial derivatives as follows;

0N¿ 0N¿0r 0N¿0a
ar: a" ô"- aa at

ðN¿ _ôN¿}r ,0N¿09
a, : a" ar- og ô,

Solving for the x and y derivatives, we obtain

(2.t4)

(2.15)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.2r)

(2.16)

where -/ is the determinant of the Jacobian of transformation given bv

ôr å a¡¿'

-: 
\ 

-ry:
0s /-- As '"1

ôr å a¡r,
-_ 

\ôr-2 õr*'z:l

oy .l a¡r,
a': Lí a, an

oa .l a¡¿,

ar: Lí 6, a;'

The local derivatives of the shape functions required in Eq.(2.21) can be found bv differ-

entiating Eqs (2.8) - (2.11). To enable the algebraic representation of transient and source

t#l 1[# *1t#lL+l:jl# æ I L*l

,_ôr0g ôg0r
': æt-æ'- Q.17)

The derivatives of the global coordinate with respect to the local coordinate in Eq.(2.16)

are obtained from the x and v nodal values,
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terms, the area of a 2-D control volume bounded bv a specific range of s and r is given bv

dA: Jdsdr (2.22)

Figure 2.3: Surface normal vector definition

Next, we define a surface normal vector. Consider the general line segment of Fig. (2.8)

being transversed in the direction from point I to 2 in that figure. The outward normal,

A's, can be expressed in the form

A,s: LAi. - Lrj (2.23)

Equation (2.23) is valid irrespective of the orientation of the line segment, providecl that
the signs of Az and Ag are correct and correspond to the direction of transversal of the

line segment. Using the chain rule, we obtain the finite distances, az and ag as

(2.24)

(2.25)

Ar: I,'Ko, * /,' #0,
La : Ir' *0, * Ir' #0,
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The derivatives of x and v are linear in s and r. Thus,

L.r : Y*l*ør- 
",) * fft*r,, - nl

La : ftl*ør- sr) + fft*r,, - nl

l^L$oo + |rØ"ó). dn - lrrrvol. dn : 
foea,+

(2.26)

(2.27)

where 'ip' implies evaluation at the midpoint of the line segment.

The above relations will be used to derive the control volume conservation equations

and entropy production in the upcoming section. This information is universal of all 2-

D grids. No additional features are needed to account for non-orthogonality or arbitrary

unstructured grids.

2.4 Control Volume Conservation Equation

The integral conservation equation is obtained bv integrating the differential form of the

conservation equations over a discrete control volume (or 2-D areâ, encompassed by a sur-

face, S). Using the Gauss Theorem, we obtain

(2.28)

where v and n refer to the velocity and the unit normal vector at the surface, respectively.

The integral conservation equation (Eq. (2.25)) applies to each control volume, as well as

to the solution domain as a whole. If we sum equations for all discrete volumes, we obtain

the global conservation equation, since the surface integrals over interior control volumes

faces would cancel out.

In order to discretize Eq. (2.28) in two-dimensions, the isolated finite element illustratecl

inFig. (2.a)isconsidered. InFig.2.4,Q,representstheflowof /withintheelement. The

flows consist of the diffusive component and the convective component. The integral forms
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Set,l

Q.,,t

1

Figure 2.4: Isolated Finite Element

of the diffusive and convective components are given bv the second and third terms on the

left hand side of Eq.(2.28). A surface/line segment defining the edges of each interior control

volume is labeled S in Fig. 2.4. The first and second subscripts on S and Q denote the

subsurface and nodal point numbers, respectively. In palticular, the subscripts, el and e2

refer to flows into the control volume through the surfaces which are on the exterior edge of

the element. Therefore, the equation governing the conservation of / over the sub control

volume (shaded sub-quadrant in Fig. 2.4) can be written as,

(2.2e)

To complete the discretization of the integral conservation equation, the surface and

volume integrals need be approximated. The diffusive component of QdJ, for example, is

given bv

Qzl * Qq,t * Q.tJ * Qez,t * l*,rro, : *, .lr*rpó 
d,v
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e4,r : lr^,,{ro ó). dn : 
Eig"Hlf ^an, 

- rrffftn"n) o¡

en,r: [ Øuó).dn: pu"f Lraþ'f - pu?Lanó'f
J S+,t

(2.30)

in which the gradient functions have been evaluated using the shape functions. Note that

the surface integral in Bq. (2.30) is approximated by the product of the flux evaluated at

the surface integration point and the length of the surface (SS4 in Fig. 2.a). Simila,rlv, the

convective component is given bv

(2.31)

where the lower case variables, þtP and u,'P, denote the integration point values. Also, Aøa

and L,ga are respective changes in the r and gr directions as sub-surface 4 is traversed coun-

terclockwiselv. The convective contributions are left in this forrn because the determination

of. óie requires special consideration.

Conventional schemes for obtaining the integration point variable, þiP, in terms of

the nodal values are the Upwinding Differencing Scheme (UDS), the Central Differenc-

ing Scheme (CDS), the Exponential Differencing Scheme (EDS) and the Physical INfluence

Scheme (PINS)[i8]. The UDS uses the upstream value to approximate the scalar at the

integration point. The CDS uses a linear interpolation between adjacent nodes and the

EDS is a 'hybrid scheme', which obtains a smooth transition from the CDS scheme, for

low Peclet Numbers (Pe: pu¿A,r¿fl), to the UDS scheme for high Peclet Numbers [36].

The value taken for the convected variable is based on an interpolated value at the nodal

points related bv integration point coefficients. A previouslv written CFD solver (PHASES)

which will incorporate the Second Law model developed bv this work, specifies the values

of the influence coefficient at the integration point using the PINS. PINS obtains the inte-

gration point value of the scalar by a local approximation of the governing equation at the
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integration point. Thus, each integration point equation will be an approximation to the

appropriate partial differential equation, including all components and hence all phvsical

influences. A detailed procedure for the implementation of the PINS is described by Naterer

[18].

For the transient storage term, a lumped mass approach is adopted. The approach

corresponds to the assumption that þ is uniformlv equal to the nodal value over the whole

effective control volume. The transient term is represented in the form

I t oó dv _ n./(Õi - Õ1)

dt J sar.' Lt 
'- Q'32)

where the superscripts n and o refer to the new and old time levels, respectivelv, and ,-/

denotes the area of the SCV1.

The source term is relativelv straightforward to evaluate. For a given source tvpe term,

such as the pressure gradient, the bodv force or the contribution from the viscous stress

terms in the momentum equations, the integral is evaluated as

I P d,V : Pl, ,.1
J scuT '2'2 (2.33)

where a midpoint integration has been used in evaluating P at (|, 11). It sno"td be noted that

the two-dimensional clomain considered in this description is assumecl to have a unit depth

normal to the plane of the interest: thus the volume and area integral recluce to area ancl

line integrals, respectivelv. For ease of presentation, each of the aforementioned components

of the discrete equation can be represented in a matrix form. If the contributions of the

four separate control volume equations are taken together, the algebraic equations can be

formed as

[nóøt * Aóó\{ó} +1"ôó"]{ó}: {Bót} + {Bón¡ (2.34)
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where the superscripts @ on ,4. denote a / equation and a multiplier of a / variable. The

superscripts t,a,d,p,r and g, refer to the transient, advection, diffusion, source, r and g

direction, respectivelv. The square brackets denote a 4x4 matrix and the braces denote a

column vector. A row in the matrix represents the sub-control volume contribution to the

corresponding volume equation and the column indicates the integration point (or nodal

point) of the variable it is multiplving. Therefore, the element stiffness matrix can be

generated from a control volume conservation point of view.

The complete task of predicting heat transfer and fluid flow problems using the control

volume method involves a grid generation, derivation of the discretization equations ovet'

finite volumes and the solution of the resulting algebraic equations by an iterative method.

Also, it involves post-processing of results to confilm whether the results accurately describe

the underlying phvsics of the problem. As shown in this chapter, the discretization converts

the integral equations into a set of algebraic equations bv approximating the scalar <leriva-

tives by shape functions. Discretization occurs at two levels; the volume f nodal level and

the surface/integration point level. In the finite element context, the closure also involves a

representation of the convected integration point values, the assembly of element stiffness

matrices and the implementation of the boundary conditions. The infor-mation provide<l in

this chapter will suffice for the purposes of this thesis. Other details relating to the model

closure are available elsewhere [32, 33].
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Chapter 3

EI\TROPY AI\TD THE SECOND
LAW TFIEORY

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter discussed the method of discretization of the conservation equations

describing phvsical problems. The numerical solutions obtained based on the discretization

methods are usually physicallv reasonable. However, such solutions are generallv sensitive

to the computational grid, time step and boundarv conditions. A poor choice of any of

these parameters mav lead to non-physical results, thereby making it <ìifficult to use CFD.

Entropv and the Second Law could indicate such non-physical behavior. This chapter will

discuss the intrinsic characteristics of entropy and the Second Law from both the phvsical

and the numerical points of view. It will introduce the equations describing the Second Law

and the constraints it imposes on thermophysical processes. Afterwards, it will discuss the

mathematical analogue of the Second Law and show conditions that must be satisfied to

establish a connection with the phvsical theory. Finallv, it witl present the methods used

to express the discrete form of the Second Law.
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3.2 The Physical Theory

The First Law of Thermodvnamics deals with the conversion of energv and its conservation

in heat transfer and fluid flow processes. The Second Law, however, is concerned with the

degradation of the qualitv of energv during these processes. It provides information about

the qualitv of energy in the initial and flnal states of a process. The wasted work potential

or loss in the abilitv to perform useful work is quantified as the irreversibility associated.

with the process.

The entropv balance for a system sub.ject to mass fluxes and energy transfer acr-oss a

fixed control surface mav be written as

Þ"=*+v.F>o (B1)
¿Jt

where S: pt, an<l f'- pYS * $, represent the entropy per unit volume and the entropv

flux, respectivelv. using the continuitv equation, Eq.(3.1) can be re-written as:

,'H:-o (å) . " (3.2)

where P" is the entropv generation rate. The specific entropv, s) can be expressed in terms of

temperature using the Gibbs equation. Equation (3.2) is a form of the well-known entropv

transport equation. In this form, the rate of entropv accumulation in the control volume

is balanced bv the net convection of entropv, entropv transfer associated with heat transfer

and non-negative entropy production. Unlike the conservation of energv equation, the

entropv transport equation involves an inequalitv which stipulates that the rate of entropv

generation must be non-negative in all thermophvsical processes, i.e.

Ps>0 (3.3)
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The equalitv holds for reversible processes and the inequalitv for irreversible processes. A

reversible process is ideallv ca¡ried out without friction or dissipation of anv form. In a

reversible process, the entropv change that occurs in the forward part of the process is

exactly offset bv an equal but opposite entropv change that occurs when the process is

reversed. Since no actual process is truly reversible, the Second Law relation serves as a

criterion for determining whether a process is possible or not. For example, the internal

energy of a flowing fluid cannot be completely converted to kinetic energv in the absence

of other effects such as external heat losses. This conversion would not violate the First

Law when the amount of internal energv lost by the fluid is equal to the kinetic energy

gained. However, this process never takes place. This inadequacv of the First Law to

identify whether a process will actuallv occur is remedied by introducing the Second Law.

Possible state changes and impossible ones can be distinguished as follows;

) 0 : Possible irreversible processes

:0 : Idealized, reversible processes

e P" < 0 : Impossible processes

The specific entropv, s, present in the fl.ux term of Eq.(3.1) is obtained from the Gibb's

equation;

¿,:fa"*åroo (3.4)

where e is the thermal energv per unit mass and p represents the density.

Integration of Gibb's equation gives

(3.5)

P"

Þ,

L": f'' ^# * lo'," f-oo
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where the subscripts r and s denotes a specified initial (or reference) state and the current

state, respectivelv. The variable c, represents the specific heat at constant volume. It witl

be assumed to be constant.

For an incompressible flow, Eq.(3.5) becomes,

As:s-sr (3 6)

while for a perfect gas,

,7"
"7,

,:",mft-Rrnt2+s,

Substituting the ideal gas law, (i.u 7" : ffi and Ç : ffi) and simplifving, we obtain,

. (p"lp,)g: cotn;--.---;: -f s,
lPs/ P,)l

(3 7)

(3.8)

,p'
= cuLTL--*: -f sr

where 7 is the ratio of specific heats. When combined with the Gibbs equation, the en-

tropv transport equation provides a way of calculating the local entropv generation in any

thermodvnamics system.

Alternatively, 4 can be computed by [6]

þ _k(vr.vr) _f 
=oT'2

(3.e)

where @ is the viscous dissipation arising from velocitv gradients in the fluid motion. The

reader is referred to appendix A for the derivation of this equation. In Eq. (3.9), the Fourier

Law has been used to model thermal diffusion. Also, a Newtonian fluid is used for the viscous

dissipation term. Based on these models, Eq. (3.9) is a positive definite expression for
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the entropv generation rate since it represents a sum of squared terms. Temperature, ?, is

expressed in Kelvin (absolute) units. Also, V7.V? and the fluid properties in this equation

are both greater than zero. The positive definite equation applies to both compressible and

incompressible Newtonian fluids in laminar or turbulent flows. For turbulent flows, the

effective thermal conductivitv can be approximated by the sum of the molecular thermal

conductivity and the eddv thermal conductivity while effective viscosity is the sum of the

molecular viscositv and eddv diffusivitv. The sources of entropy generation are clea¡ly

identified in Eq. (3.9). The first term represents entropv generation due to heat transfer

across a control surface as a result of temperature gradients in the fluid. The second

term represents the local entropv generation due to viscous dissipation (i.e., degradation of

mechanical energy into internal energv due to shear action).

The viscous dissipation function, (Þ, for a Newtonian fluid has the form

(3.10)

where ¡-r' and À are the coefficient of dvnamic viscosity and the coefficient of bulk viscositv,

respectivelv. Experiments have shown that À mav be expressed as a linear function of ¡1,

and thus Eq.(3.10) may be written as the product of the velocity gradients and a single

viscositv coefficient. Note that LL carL be assumed as constant for a wide range of practical

flows. It significantlv varies with temperature and pressure only at verv high temperatures.

3.3 Mathematical Theory of Entropy

The practical beneflts of the Second Law can be applied to numerical methods. The logic

intrinsic to the Second Law is applied in terms of a mathematical analogue concerned with

the calculation of irreversibilities associated with numerical schemes. As a parallel to the

@: þ1,&)' .,(#)' .,(y)' . (#.H)' . (H.#)' . (#.H)')
.^(#*#,*y)'
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role of the Second Law in continuum mechanics, the mathematical analogue can serve as

an effective complement to the First Law in identifving the unique and phvsically relevant

discrete solutions. It can also establish a criterion for optimal accuracy of numerical schemes.

There are as many wavs to express the mathematical analogue of entropv as there are

wavs to express the Second Law. To outline the general strategv, consider the svstem of

equations representing the flow of an ideal gas in one dimension. The governing conservation

equation is of the form

-0 (3.11)

where

(3.12)

and

i: 
{ ,:,:r:;,,,1

represent the state and flux vector, respectivelv. The quantities e and z represent the total

energ-y per unit mass and the local velocitv, respectivelv. Equation (3.11) represents three

separate conservation laws, i.e. one equation for each component of q?. The first equation

corresponds to conservation of mass. The second equation corresponds to conservation of

momentum, and the third equation is a statement of the First Law of Thermodvnamics.

The Second Law can be written as

ad,ar
at- a*'

- (p
,: 

\,; I

P": att*Hao

(3.13)

(3.14)

This represents the entropv constraint imposed bv the Second Law on the solution of

the conservation equation (Eq. (3.11)). The mathematical theorv holds that entropv func-
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tions, S(ql (entropv; extensive variable) and .F.(qJ (entropv flux), must obey two important

properties. The first propertv is downuard concaaity l22l:

S,ø<0

where the comma notation denotes differentiation and ,9,47 given bv

(3.15)

a2s
6srãa

ô2s
(r--
",QQ - (3.16)

ô2s
ãs;ãsr ãl;ãa As"ãs"

The downward concavity condition is an important feature of entropv resulting from the

Second Law. It requires irreversible processes to produce entropv and it assures that the

entropv distribution attains a maximum value. It follows from the phvsical characteristics

of entropv that the ultimate equilibrium state for an irreversible process must be a state

of maximum entropy. All other states will approach the equilibrium state with an increase

of entropv, but the equilibrium state can change to another state onlv with a forbiclden

decrease of entropv.

Let ffi represent the first derivative of entropv with respect to q;. Multiplving equation

(3.11) on the left side bv ffU sives

Asrãq, ãnãs"

a2s
ãl'ãl;

a2s

0S 0q' AS Af____: _r ____1 _ fì
ðdôt' A¡Ar-"

Using the chain rule of differential calculus, we obtain

(3.i7)

(3.18)

To applv the chain rule again, an entropy flux must exist to satisfv another important

mathematical condition called the compatibili,ty cond'it'ion, i.e.,

0S IASôf1 ôo-

--rlôt ' lôd ôd) ô"
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s dr,s-: F,n- (3.ie)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

where

and

F,n-:

S,i:

J,q-

lar
lãs,'

las
laq,'

AF, ãq.

AS
' ãq.

AIL
ôqt

ô.fz
õqt

AL
õqz

ôÍz
ôqz

0ft
ãs-
ðfz
ãqn

Air.
ôqn

Again, the comma notation in Equations (3.1g) has been used to denote differentiation.

Applving the compatibilitv condition to Eq.(3.18) gives

_:- as aFPs:-Ã: * ^ )0at ox:
(3.23)

where the inequalitv arises for irreversible processes. Thus, a convex entropv function

satisfies the Second Law if a corresponding entropv flux exists and satisfies the compatibilitv

condition.

For problems involving fluid flow and heat transfer, entropv is considerecl to be a func-

tion ofseveral variables, denoted bv the vector ofconserved quantities, 1. It has been shown

that the algebraic state (g- in the case above) could be a scalar variable in linear aclvection

equations and non-linear hvperbolic equations, or a multi-component inclependent var-iable.

It is interesting to note that the choice of ,5 and tr' is not limited to thermodynamic defini-

tions' The entropv functions must onlv be chosen to satisfu the mathematical constraints

given bv Eq' (3.15) and Eq. (3.19). The upcoming section shall provide inclication that the

mathematical and physical entropv statements are consistent; both exist and both are true.
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In order to evaluate the derivatives of the terms in Eq. (3.1i), we need to obtain an

expression for the total energy and pressure in terms of the components of q1 The total

energ-y can be expressed as the sum of the thermal energ-y and the kinetic energies of the

gas. For single phase problems,

e- pc,T+|or'

where 7 is the local absolute temperature. In addition, the ideal gas law, p : pRT, and

the relations ''l : cpf cu and -R - % - cu, allow the calculation of pressure:

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

p : ?y - I) p(" - 'ro"r)

Thus, for an ideal gas subject to Eq. (3.11), the entropv pair suggested bv thermody-

namics is

S(ql: nrr"nl
) (ss

-il
('v-t t3

qr
1
2

It can be verified that the entropv pair obev the two mathematical constraints. Bv

using the svmbolic algebra program, MAPLE, the determinant of the Hessian (a matrix of

second derivatives) of S can be shown to be negative deflnite, i.e.,

(^, 
- 

1\4
s,qz--\/ r'l

í: ---pt--- (3.28)

which indicates that ,S(ql satisfies the downward concavity condition. It can also be shown

that

,S,¿: i '+ þ.Po - (r + r¡ , -þ-P* , þ+b 
I (3.2e)



(3.30)

and

E--l (t-7)pu3 
-- 

(t_l\pu2 (t-t)ø"1rd:l---T---fu, s-'-i-, p )
(3.31)

These individual terms, when combined, satisfy the compatibilitv condition.

The above analysis shows that for the particular case of the Euler equation (Eq.(3'11))'

the entropv is no longer iust a mathematical analogue since the entropv pair-s coincicle with

the physical entropv densitv and the entropy flux (see Eq' (3'9))'

The significance of the mathematical entropv should be elucidated. Computational

entropy provicles a mechanism which identifles non-phvsicaì solution behavior such as nu-

merical oscillations. When an oscillation) or any other event that mav lead to numerical

instabilitv occurs, it is anticipated that subsequent entropv destruction can provi<le a quan-

titative nìeasu¡e for an error/stability analysis. In general, the Seconcl Law analogv can

provicle a metho{ for assessing certain CFD predictions, such as sud<len flow reversal, which

are reasonable but non-phvsical due to <liscretization or other modeling errors'

3.4 Discretization of the Second Law

Unlike the Euler and the Navier Stokes equations, relativelv less technology is available

for the numerical {iscretization ancl the potential importance of entropv in computational

analvsis. Despite its promising potentials, entropv computations a,re often neglecte<l when

design criteria are not directlv linked to the Second Law'

For the numerical metho<l, Iet V¡ d.enote the volume associated with no<le ì, so the

integral form of the Secon<l Law can be written as

f,s- :
0

6-3)"2
2

(ry-1)r3 -''teu,

10

-(r - 3)r, (r - t)

-lfi-L)u2+ry 'Y'tl'
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(3.32)

The entropy flux results from the contribution of four different sub-control volumes within

four different elements sharing node j. The resulting equation for the effective control

volume surrounding node.j has the form

vr# * lr,o{ù ds-) o

vr#+f rro> o

ôsj :as(ùt adj
0t 0d ,t at

using the conservation form of Eq. (8.11) to substitute for

placing the resulting form of # into Eq.(8.83)

-r#,,Ëor-+faro>o

where the summation (over node i) refer to the I integration points of the effective control

volume.

Two alternative temporal discretizations are consiclered in the formulation of the Second

Law. The first wav is a semi-discrete approach, whereby the entropv time derivative is

transformed bv the chain rule, i.e.,

(3.33)

(3.34)

Ðq. (3.34), andWt"

In this approach, no temporal differencing is applied.

The second approach uses a backward-difference in time to evaluate the entropv storage

term. For two-dimensional quadrilateral elements, the Second Law becomes

(3.35)

(3.36)
S:+I _ S?

Í), J J,j- Lt
8

+TAF¿
à:7

>0
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where the superscript n* 1 denotes evaluation at the current time step and the superscript

n refers to the previous time step. Equation (3.36) is the fullv discrete form of the Second

Law.

Steadv flow problems are usuallv solved bv a pseudo-time marching or equivalent iter-

ation scheme. Bv empioving a suitable iteration scheme, a linear svstem of equations is

generated bv successive linearization of the non-linear equations governing the flow. The

linear svstems of equations a¡e then solved by direct or iterative techniques. Often, a time

step constraint is imposed to ensure numerical stabilitv. Numerical schemes may not alwavs

converge to the exact result, even when the time step is small enough to allow sufficient

temporal refinement. It is viewed that the difference in the numerical entropv produced

(or destroved) by the semi-discrete and the fully discrete temporal cliscretizations can pro-

vide a quantitative basis for error analysis. Indeed, it can be shown analytically that the

irreversibility associated with the two discretizations differs.

For the implicit time advance, the semi-discrete and the fullv discrete entropv procluction

rates are given bv

and

rotnrr_ ô^9t+1 , 
I 8

\¡ s/i vD,a,fa'"+t * Ð 4¡z'n+1 > g
¿- L

qn*1 en g

tntl rr"i _."i +)-A¡.i,"+i>0\r s/j _ , j-¿rt 
_

(3.37)

(3.38)

respectivelv. In equations (3.37) and (3.38), the notation expressing the functional depen-

dence of ,9 on i, S(s), has been dropped for brevity.

For a variable, 4, with n < n 1n* 1, the relationship between,g'+1 and,g'can be

found using the Taylor's Theorem,

sî : sî*' - l(q?,î' - øT,i)ft+ ... + (ú,1' - ú,)fils;*'

.).)



*)xnr,î' - q?,¡)#. . + (qiI' - qt,¡)ftf t; (B 3e)

Equation (3.13) can be expressed in a form similar to Eq. (3.36) using the implicit time

advance,

q*'-ni*l*Lorn''+l >o

The value of (ü*' - di) "un 
be replaced in Bq. (3.39) using Eq. (9.40). The resulting

form of Si may then be substituted in Eq. (3.38) to obtain an expression for (P")r{ as

follows:

(P")'¡ : {-as#l,f o¡','*' + f ar';,'+r }' -'r I oq i:r i:r )

-{¿xnrtr' - ø?,¡)#. + (qty'- ú,¡)fi1's'; ,-o (B 4i)

Substituting the expression for the semi-discrete equation in Eq. (3.41) using Eq. (3.38),

we obtain the result

(Þòtr:(P");+1 - kåÉ h¡¿a¡,a¿

(3.40)

(3.42)

where the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.41) have been written in a summation

form. Here, h¿¿ denotes theentries of -FI : 02Slðû and a¿ : (ütrt-ü,¡). Also, h¿¿ depends

on the entropv functions, S(q] and F(q) and the problem parameters under consideration.

Since -EI is convex (negative definite), then the quadratic form given bv the double sum in

the previous equation becomes negative for all (ot,o2,oB,c.4).As aresult, we have

(P")'j >- (P")i*t (3.43)

Thus, in a numerical sense, the fullv discrete entropy production rate must be equal to

or greater than the semi-discrete entropv production. It is also evident from Eq. (3.42)



that the effects of entropy production due to temporal and spatial discretization mav be

separated from each other. This important conclusion will be usecl to characterize certain

aspects of the numerical formulation as discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

ENTROPY BASED APPROACH
TO SOLUTIOI\ ACCURACY

4.L Introduction

Scientiflc and engineering research has experienced an explosive growth in computational

resources in the past few decades. As a result, the application of CFD is graduallv becoming

an integral part of the design process in fluids engineering. Although physical testing is

essent'ial for understanding basic phenomena in engineering applications, it mav be too

expensive and time consuming in manv instances. In those casesT solution accuracv of

predictive models become essential.

4.2 Limitations of CFD

The advantages of CFD are conditional on its abilitv to solve the Navier-Stokes equations

accuratelv [3a]. In general, the numerical method will predict some quantitv. f (i.e., tem-

perature, velocity, etc.) that will likelv contain some error, €, i.e.,

$:q+e (4.r)
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where @ is the exact solution. The error in the solution can be considered to be a combi-

nation of phvsical modeling error, discretization error, and computer round-off error. From

these errors, the discretization error is usually the greatest concern to the CFD code user

during an application. Discretization errors arise from numerical approximations of the

differential equations present in the mathematical model. It includes errors introduced to

the approximation of the time derivative (temporal discretization) and space derivatives

(spatial discretization). The concern about discretization errors is partlv because of the

difficultv in assessing a suitable grid qualitv prior to the beginning of a simulation. Conse-

quentlv, the Navier-Stokes equations occasionallv admit more than one solution depending

on the choice of time step size and grid structure. This makes it difficult to ìudge the extent

to which the computed results agree with reaÌity. In such a case) experimental validation is

generallv required. Acquiring experimental data for validating complex flow simulations, or

performing exhaustive grid refinement studies, are often too time consuming or expensive

for companies utilizing CFD. Since experimental data or analytical solutions for industrial

flows are often not available, an alternative phvsically based method for assessing solution

accuracY is highlv desirable. The subject of this chapter is to show that the Second Law can

provide an important link to numerical error bv identifuing various features of the solution

ETIOTS.

Other limitations of the CFD technologv include computer storage, speed ancl an inabil-

itv to understand and mathematicallv represent certain complex phenomena. In agreement

with practitioners of computational fluid dvnamics, it is viewed that these disadvantages

will diminish as research into verification and validation in computational science progresses

[35, 34, 36].
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4.3 Entropy Functions for the Navier-stokes Equations

The Second Law alternative to numerical error analvsis is an emerging technologv. The

Second Law has been employed to provide corrective measures for computations in gas

dynamics and phase change heat transfer applications [25,37]. Also, previous studies by

Merriam have shown close relationship between the Second Law and the overall accuracy

and stabilitv of fluid flow computations [2a]. Based on a consistencv condition, in the sense

of Lax [22], Merriam established the criteria for the optimal accuracy of a numerical scheme.

An optimally accurate scheme is defined as one which

o has the smallest possible numerical entropv production rate and

o it ensures a non-negative entropv production rate while satisfving the consistencv

condition.

For a particular scheme, the computational entropv procluction/clestruction approaches

zero as the numerical prediction becomes more accurate. This intrinsic characteristic of

the Second Law has the potential to ser-ve as a phvsicallv-basecl tool which can inclicate

discretization error. The kev to this realization lies in developing entropv functions that

indicate whether the Second Law is satisfred or not in the discretization of the conserva-

tion equations. The conditions that must be satisfied bv this mathematical analogue to

the Second Law were discussed in the last chapter. The information proviclecl bv entropv

computations makes the interpretation of generalized entropy become easier. Research into

the Second Law have identified that the generalized entropv computed. for anv thermofluid

process consists of the phvsical entropv and the computational entropv. The phvsical en_

tropv obtained from a CFD code is either over-predicted or under-predicted due to entropv

destruction or production bv the numerical method. Numerical entropv destruction is

viewed to be closelv related to discretization error. Thus, a way of quantifuing the entropv
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destruction mav lead us to its much desired link to discrete error analvsis.

As documented in Chapter 3, the difference between the entropv production rates ob-

tained from the semi-discrete and fullv discrete Second Law formulations is a linear function

of the Hessian of the entropy state variable ^9. The remainder term (denoted bv (P")rA øt
node j) can be written in the following summation form:

r/.44
Fòf : *Ð)i]. h¿*a¿a^ (4.2)

where att variable remain as defined ,";;f,ì::l] 
", 

deflnition, the Hessian is negarive

definite so that

(P")r4 < o (4.3)

Equation (4'3) suggests that (P')tr can be used to quantifv discretization error since it is

somewhat related ,o (dj*t - dÐ The value of this quantitv and (p")r4 a.r,e determinecl by

the accuracv of the discretization process.

For a verv accurate numerical scheme, we expect (ü*t -q) to vanish at steadv state, so

that the equality in Eq. (4.3) occurs. However, numerical approximations do not generallv

result in zero entropv generation, due to irreversibilities and discretization errors. At steady

state, the entropv production rate is entirelv determinecl by the spatial discretization and

Eq. (A.\ becomes

Í/.44(P')f ;*t I h¿,,€¿^
LAI, L:\ ¡n:)

(4.4)

where {¿- characterizes the spatial discretization error associatecl with the scheme.

Entropv functions for the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations exist and coincide with the

phvsical description of entropv in thermodynamics. Bntropv functions corresponding to the

Euler equations were discussed in chapter 3. We now refer to the Navier-Stokes equations.

The conservation of mass, momentum, and energy is represented bv a vector of conserved

quantities, q*, and a corresponding flux,
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) (4.5)

I *,Ï r,^ *rÏ" otø ) I ,n, *'î,o - Q, ,*,;:1,å'- u, )
The flrst term on the right-hancl side of Eq.(a.5) is the advective flux while the second

term is a combination of pressure and diffusive components. The heat flux vector, Q, can

be related to temperature by the Fourier law. The entropy functions ,9 and -F are the

thermodynamic entropy and entropv flux, respectively given bv

S:PS

F:oú"-!'T
where s is the specific entropv obtained from the Gibb's canonical relation.

earlier, integrating the Gibb's equation gives

(4 6)

(4.7)

As documented

(4.8)

for an ideal gas, and

,ps:cuLTL-=;+s,r
pt

rya

As : .s -.s- : c",1,n.2r, (4.e)

for an incompressible fluid.

This tvpe of representation of entropv functions for the Navier Stokes equations is not

new. These entropv functions have been mentioned in previous studies bv Hughes et. al.

[38], Camberos [27] and Xu and Naterer [26].
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4.4 Apparent Entropy Difference

The entropv production in a thermodynamic process can be calculated using the entropv

transport equation (involving an inequality) [15, 24,20). On simplifving and using the Gibbs

equation, which relates entropy to the temperature, pressure, mass, densitv, ancl internai

energv, we obtain another form of the entropv production equation, which is positive clefinite

(due to a sum of squares) [6] (see section 3.2). In this section, the entropv transport ancl

the positive definite equations are investigated.

The logic used in the derivation of the positive definite equation, from a computational

point of view, is to semi-discretize the entropv transport equation in order to reduce the

possible entropv destruction due to the transient term. In the present stucly, the positive

definite equation is derivecl for an isotropic, incompressible, Newtonian fluid. The positive

defrnite equation can also be constructed from the balance of entropv equation using the

constitutive relations for the stress tensor and heat flux [271. Upon a closer examination, the

construction of the positive definite and the transport forms of the Seconcl Law of Thermo-

dvnamics appears to be analogous to the semi-discrete and the fullv discrete formulations

of the Second Law in a numerical sense. Thus, it is expected that the clifference between

the phvsical entropv computed from the two equations to exhibit analogous characteristics

to (P")r4

This thesis links the generalized entropv production to discrete error analysis. The

Second Law formulation, based on two different discretized entropv equations (i.e. the

positive definite and the entropv transport equation), is used in the precliction of numerical

error associated with two application problems. In order to quantifv the numerical entropv

destruction associated with the numerical formulation and known parameters, an apparent

entropv production difference is defrned as the computecl difference between the positive

definite and the entropv transport forms of equations for the vol,umetric entropv procluction
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rate. The current research propose that this apparent entropv difference is related to the

discretization error associated with the grid spacing.

The algorithm used to obtain the results presented in Chapter 7 differs slightlv from

the previouslv developed code that incorporates the final version of the Second Law model.

Errors in temperature are investigated to develop the fundamental aspects of the method.

For the energy equation, the convective term has the form [39]

c(ó): [ þv6).an (4.10)
JS

Using a midpoint approximation in the integration over the line segment, S, we obtain

C(Ó): Pu,xPqzn6, - PuzPqtn6* (4.11)

The approach specifies the values of the infl.uence coefficients and velocities at the inte-

gration point using the EDS. Therefore, we find the integration point scalar by

ó,p : [(r + a) l2]þ"+ [(i _ o) 12)ó¿ (4.12)

where a - ee2l(5 + Pe2) [25]. The algorithm accounts for the directionality of the flow

freld bv using skewed upwinding. For the flow direction indicated in Fig. 4.1, the upstream

value, Óu, is obtained bv interpolating between (Þ2 and Þ3 and it can be expressed as

ó": ftÕz + (1 - /r)Õs

Similarlv, for the downstream point,

(4.13)

ó¿: fzÞt + (1 - Íùaz (4.t4)

In all cases, the interpolation is performed at the element edge where the local streamline

passing through the integration point intersects the edge. The EDS is implemented by
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Figure 4.1: Convection term skew upwinding

performing interpolation along this edge using the nearest nodal values [21, 36]. In the

EDS, the effects of the transient, pressure and source terms on the convectecl quantity at the

integration point are neglected. In the convective term in equation (2.25), the transportecl

quantitv is evaluated along the surface bv the midpoint approximation. It can be shown

that this integral is second-order accurate [2i].

4.5 Discretization of the Entropy Equation

Using the Fourier Law of Conduction in the entropv transport equation (Eq. (3.1)), where

k denotes the thermal conductivitv, and expressing the absolute entropv in terms of the

temperature using the Gibbs equation, we obtain

Þ":?#+v (n"" -Y (4 15)

For the purpose of our analysis, we will discretize the terms in the entropv transport
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equation with the same temporal and spatial approximations as adoptecl in the energy

equation. Thus,

,,: E, ('+t) + e"o,'o,tpa,u pcou¿Psinar (4.16)

*fi(r""n?r-k*a 
.Ð-#r)

where ,,I refers to Jacobian of the transformation and it represents the area of the sub-control

volume (i.e. dashed sub-quadrant of element depicted in Fig. 4.1).

For an incompressible substance in single-phase flow, the absolute entropv at the inte-

gration points, 
"lP, 

is obtained bv a linear interpolation involving nodal values of entropv

and the shape functions. The absolute entropy is founcl at the node from the piecewise

logarithmic equation of state (based on integration of the Gibbs equation) in the following

form,

s : sr * 
"rr"n (l) (4.r7)

where the subscript r denotes the specifred initial (or reference) state. We will use a reference

value of sr : 0 at a reference initial temperature of. T, : 2TB.0K.

The discretization of the positive definite form of the entropv generation equation seems

to be more straightforward because of the absence of the absolute entropy an¿ transient

storage terms' In its implementation, onlv the spatial derivatives of temperature and veloc-

itv at the nodal points are calculated for the resulting values of the entropy production rate.

Thus, the positive-definite equation appeaïs to be better suited for numerical preclictions

of local entropv generation under ce¡tain situations, such as optimization of engineering

svstems' In most practical problems where the velocitv and temperature profrles are not
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available experimentallv or analvticallv. the local entropv production can still be computed
from the velocitv and temperature fields predicted bv CFD.

We will assume a piecewise constant distribution for the temperature gradient within a
sub-control-volume. The local entropv generation at a node is then approximatecl bv the
average local entropv generated in the control volume. The positive-clefinite equation is
discretized as follows,

P": (4.18)

where

+KÐ#,)'.(å w")'l
u* 
n*n

ô ¿ : 2 
K#r_. &r_] . (# . # )'^ (4.1e)

and m refers to the discretized forms of the bracketecl terms based on the local derivatives
for the bilinear element using Eqs (2.8) - (2.11).In both cases, the values of the scala' vari-
ables (velocitv and temperature) are obtained directlv from the solution of the appropriate
governing equation.

The boundarv entropv production rate is calculatecl directlv from Eq. (B.g) to ensure
non-negative values in coniunction with the specification of boundarv conditions. In this
wav' our comparisons and observations will be mainlv focused on the interior control vol-
umes.

In the numerical discretization, the volumetric entropv production rate as given in Eq.
(3'2) is approximatecl bv a backward difference in time for the temporal storage term ancl a
midpoint approximation for entropy fluxes in multi-dimensions. These conventional approx-
imations mav cause the entropy transport equation to violate the inequalitv in Eq. (3.1) at a
given time level' This anomalv mav be indicative of the cliscretization error associatecl with
the numerical formulation when compared with analvtical results. Unlike Eq. (8.2), which
will be discretized with respect to a discrete control volume, Eq. (3.g) gives the entropv
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production rate at a specific point in space. It can be shown to be often more accurate

since the effect of temporal differencing on the solution and the possible errors introduced

in calculating the absolute entropv (in fluid flow problems) is reduced or eliminated.

Previous studies revealed the computational benefits of the entropy transport equation

in ensuring a stable numerical formulation [24]. Also, the positive definite equation has been

emploved in conjunction with the entropv transport equation to find the required amount

of artificial dissipation implied bv the Second Law in a control-volume-basecl context [25].

In Eq. (3.9), the local entropy production rate will be greater than or equal to zero both

analvticallv and numerically. On the other hand, Eq. (3.2) is a transport equation ancl

temporal and spatial differencing) as well as non-physical numerical results, may lead to

computed negative entropy production rates in this equation.

In order to calculate the entropv generated in a control volume, an additional step is re-

quired to recover values of temperature and velocitv gradients at the nodal and integration

points. In view of its importance in investigating the overall accuracy of the formulation, an

approach which guarantees that the Second Law is not violated during the reconstruction

step is required. In this wav, any entropy destruction can be attributed to the numeri-

cal scheme, rather than the additional reconstruction step. Within the limit of no discrete

errors in the entropy formulations, Eqs. (3.2) and (3.9) should converge to the correct phys-

ical solution as the grid refinement is effected. The difference between the two equations is

perceived to be a measure of the discretization error associated with the numerical scheme.

The entropv computed bv the two equations will be compared with known analvtical solu-

tions for two application problems in this thesis to provide validation of the computational

accuracv in the current Second Law formulation.

For the general heat equation in one-dimension, it can be easilv shown that the physical

entropv discussed above satisfies the mathematical conditions of downward concavitv ancl

compatibilitv. The heat equation can be considered as a non-linear scalar equation of the
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form

(4.20)

where

^ taó,: ** (4.2r)

is a continuous, non-linear function of temperature, þ: f. We have approximatecl the
specific entropv using the Gibbs equation, i.e.,

QE:eþ
ôó: ó (4'22)

The second derivative of the entropv function becomes

A2S oc^

ôó, 
: -É to Ø.23)

This satisfies the downward concavity condition.

Taking the derivative of Eq. (A.2I) with respect to / gives

af f 0 ,ôþ,ôr
aó: o% a*l ô") aó Ø'24)

Combining Ec¡. @.22) and (4.24)

asar _t 0 ,ôór0r
aó ôó: ø u\ 6*t * (4'25)

Applving the compatibilitv condition and integrating gives

taó
': óa* (4'26)

which corresponds to the entropv flux for the non-linear heat equation as shown above.

aó ôf
ôt + i*:0
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4.6 Relating Apparent Entropy Error with Temperature Er-
ror

The relationship between the apparent entropv production difference and the temperature

error is demonstrated for the transient heat conduction equation. The governing 1-D equa-

tion for heat conduction may be written in the following form,

(4.27)

where @, f and ( refer to the scalar value (i.e. temperature), diffusion coefficient and source

term, respectively. We integrate over a control volume and a discrete time step to find a

discrete operator acting on an approximate solution, /, as follows,

Ld(Ð: pcp(.#:) o" * (r#),_,,,- (r#) o*,.¡,- 
e^, Ø28)

Using a Tavlor's series expansion for the scalar in equation (4.28) and neglecting source

terms, we obtain

L"(ó): ,*X -r#- (: o

Ld(Ð : L" (ó) + p%^t# - ^+# + H.o.r.

N,#:t*(#)

where H.O.T. refers to higher order terms. Also, L and the superscripts a and d refer to

operator, analytic and discrete, respectivelv.

Taking derivatives of the heat conduction equation (4.27) and neglecting source terms,

we obtain

(4.2e)

(4.30)

(4.32)

A simila¡ analysis for apparent entropy difference vields,

Ld (Ð : L" (ó).v l+# . #]#.# *, (#).w#+ H o r (4 31)

Substituting equation (4.30) into (4.29) and (4.31) and neglecting higher order terms, we

obtain
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(4.33)

where €6 and elo-rn represent the errors associated with the scheme and the apparent

entropv difference, respectivelv. It can be observed from equations (4.32) and (4.33) that

there exists a relationship between 6¿ and :PD-TE. Equating the transient portion of the

conduction equation (4.27) to equation (4.32), we approximate the error in temperature bv

€PD-rE:#r##."f,rr*W)

Lt _A2ótT: 
wL ar2

(4.34)

This result suggests that ey is a function of ffi, i.e. e7 : f (l#).Bv comparing equations

(4.33) and (4.34), it can be observed that elo-rE scales as an offset (last term of former

equation) and a multiplicative factor of e7 for the transient heat conduction problem. It
appeaß that the apparent entropv difference parameter, elD-rø, is relatecl to ey. It is

expected that small changes in the gradient and magnitude of the error in temperature will

be accompanied by relatively la.rger values in the apparent entropv differ-ence. It will be

shown that this analvsis is consistent with results obtained in chapter Z.

4.7 Extensions and Generalizations of the Entropy Based
Method

In the TE (superscript) component o¡ :PD-TE, the temporal discretization uses the seconcl

approach (fully discrete) as described earlier. As a result, 6PD-TE has exhibited analogous

characteristics as (P")f In this wav, previous results involving numerical errors) developecl

with (P")f (Naterer, 1994), may be related with the current entropv production parameter.

The common characteristics and connections provide a basis from which closer relations

between IPD-TE and e7 can be achieved. Negativitv of (P")r4 and resulting discretization

errors have been determined through the modeling of the Second Law. In a similar way? a

negativitv relationship has been observed for the apparent entropy production difference,
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due to its analogous treatment of the transient entropv term. They provide a useful basis

for extensions and generalizations of the current method.

The current entropv based approach identifies the difference between two discretized

forms of the entropv generation equations, in order to relate the error associated with

the scheme and the grid size, V¡, at a local, element-by-element level (see Eq. (4.4)).

The difference between the predicted fullv discrete and semi-discrete entropv production is

expected to decrease as the number of grid points increases and the size of the grid spacing

tends to zero.

Although the entropv based parameters derived for the transient heat conduction prob-

lem were based on a structured grid, the resulting connection between solution errors and

entropv production involves quantities that mav be evaluated locallv within an element. In

other words, the entropv based method can serve as a basis for which elemental calculations

can be performed independent of the mesh structure. In this wav, the calculation can be

adopted within unstructured grids involving finite elements and more complex configura-

tions.

The previous Hessian results have been derived for a general case involving compressible

flows subject to the Navier - Stokes equations of motion. These flows can represent more

complex phvsical processes) as compared with heat conduction or incompressible channel

flow. The numerical method requires derivatives of entropv with respect to various variables.

These derivatives can be calculated based on the previous definitions. For example, the

entropy derivative with respect to q-for 1-D compressible flows can be written as [t8]

(4.35)

Phvsicallv, the result S,&A represents the cumulative effect of changes in all conserved

quantities on the entropv change. Extensions of the current method to other scalars (in

addition to temperature) can be based on these entropv functions. Furthermore, the results

,,u: 
{" 

+ ^l-t. 
9#Ë1, -^o}*, 0",+}
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presented in this paper (involving apparent entropv production differences) can be extended

to phvsical situations where the thermophvsical properties, such as conductivitv and densitv,

varv as a function of nodal values of the scalar. For example, more complicated phvsical

conditions of propertv dependence on temperature can be accommodated within the current

formulation.

A difficultv with analvzing numerical errors toward a converged solution is that errors

in the conservation equations may not necessarilv represent non-phvsical flow behavior. For

example, a temperature overshoot mav arise due to a discretization error that tends to con-

vert kinetic energy into internal energv through viscous dissipation. An error and stability

analvsis based on the conservation equations cannot generally identifv whether the results

exhibit phvsical behavior. However, a benefit with the current entropv based approach is

that non-phvsical behavior mav be more clearlv identified, therebv potentiallv accelerating

the solution convergence. Also, the apparent entropv production difference can give a bet-

ter phvsical basis from which numerical stability can be achieved. In the previous example,

additional discrete positive entropv production would represent the phvsical case of kinetic

to internal energy conversion, whereas negative discrete entropy production would represent

the non-phvsical case of internal to kinetic energy conversion in the absence of other effects

such as external heat losses, etc. In other words, numerical entropy production / destruction

represents the distinction between phvsical / nonphvsical numerical discretization, respec-

tivelv. This distinction affects solution performance (convergence and stabilitv), which can

be better understood through the apparent entropv production difference [23, 30].
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Chapter 5

L O S S CHARACTERTZ ATIOI\
USING THE RATE OF
EI\TROPY GENERATIOI\

5.1 Introduction

Engineering svstems such as power generation, propulsion and energv storage svstems,

experience degradation in performance la,rgely due to heat transfer, fluid flow and mass

transfer irreversibilities. It has been shown in theorv and practice that the Second Law

of Thermodynamics can serve to optimize the design of thermal, fluid and energy systems

t6] Contemporary engineering thermodynamics uses the rate of entropv generation as a

pa,rameter to quantifv the significance of these irreversibilities. For example, loss analysis

using entropv production through heat and fluid flow is a relatively new technique for

assessing component performance in turbomachinerv. The local values of both viscous and

thermal components of entropv production can be mapped to detect, by inspection, the key

areas that require a design modification [8]. This emerging technology is viewed to have a

significant potential for improving thermal systems design.

Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated the mathematical properties intrinsic to the Second

Law. This concept allows us to create an axiom for the existence of entropv and the essence
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of the Second Law as representing a particular mathematical propertv of the entropv with

respect to other thermodynamic variables [a0]. In particular, entropv can be referred to as

a downward concave function with respect to the conserved state variables.

5.2 Exergy, Entropy Generation and the Second Law

Bv the First Law of Thermodvnamics, energy from a system mav be transferred in the form

of heat or a work interaction to/from a svstem of flxed mass which is in non- equilibrium

with its surrounding. The Second Law is a statement regarding the direction of energy

transfer within these non-equilibrium situations. In the absence of external constraints,

energ-y transfer within anv given process always proceeds towards a state of less organized

energY. At this state, the energy modes within a system have been "reshuffied" and a

balance of potential (mechanical, thermal, etc.) exists. This final state, eventually assumecl

bv all natural processes, is called the equilibrium state. Since real processes range from

nearlv reversible to completely irreversible, the Second Law of Thermodynamics implies

that the entropv generated in natural processes must be positive. Also, the equilibrium

state cor-responds to a state of maximum entropy.

An arbitrary function G : G(Y) is a donward concave function of its argument if
G" < 0. Bv integrating the product of the seconcl derivative of G and the change in },
from state'1'to state'2', whete either state 1or 2 represent the equilibrium state (most

probable value of Y as driven bv nature), we obtain the result that [20, 27,40]

G(Yz) - G(\) - G' (Y2)(Y2- y1) > o (5.1)

where the inequalitv holds if and only if Yz : Yt. Also, the concavitv propertv asserts that

the left hand side cannot be negative.

Consider a piston-cylinder device that contains a fluid at temperature ? and pressure
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P (Fig 5.1). The volume, internal energy and the entropv of the svstem are represented

by V,U and ^9 respectivelv. Subject to heating Q,the svstem undergoes a change of state

while performing work through a shaft connection. The state properties of the working fluid

change in such a way that the qualitv of energv is degraded. The process relaxes towards a

state of less organized energv allowed bv nature.

Q'
Figure 5.1: Piston-Cylinder device

The final state of the fluid is denoted by (Po, To,(Jo,Vo, So) at time , úe.

The energv balance is

The entropy balance is

.1," eor: (t/o - u) + P(vo -v)

frot>o
P":(,So -t)- l:

(5.2)

(5.3)
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Also, standard thermodynamics relations give the result that [41]

dsi
dUT

dSP
dVTand (5.4)

Substituting the expression for [ft QAt from Eq. (5.2) into Eq. (5.3) and using the relations

in Eq.(5.4), the entropv generated becomes

P" :,eo - ^e- #ru, - u) - #rrr- y) > o (5.5)

The equalitv holds if and onlv if (U,V) : (U,v)0. Bv comparing Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.b),

we again see that entropv is downward concave with respect to U and V.

Caution must be exercised in the interpretation of Eq. (5.5). Equation (5.5) does not

assert that entropv of a system cannot decrease. The expression only assures that entropv

is bounded from above (i.e. entropv distribution attains a maximum value). Its implication

also forces irreversible processes to proceed in the correct direction with a non - negative

entropv production. It is interesting that the concavitv propertv includes entropv d.erivatives

multiplving a function of conserved state variables. It can be deduced that entropv ten<ìs

to increase onlv when the state differs from its value at equilibrium!

Re-writing Eq. (5.5) using the thermodynamic relations, Eq. (5.4), the concavitv prop-

erty leads to

(5.6)

The expression on the left hand side of the inequalitv is referred to as the erergy (or

auai,lability), X, of the system. Exergy is a thermodynamic property that quantifies the

capacitv of an energy source to perform useful work. It is a measure of the maximum

capacitv of an energy svstem to perform useful work as it proceeds to a specified final state in

equilibrium with its surroundings. In relation to the above discussion concerning the piston-

cvlinder device, the energv of the svstem is proportional to the maximum power that can

be extracted from the fluid with some energy potential (in the absence of all irreversibilitv),
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without violating anv thermodynamic laws. Second Law optimization focuses on closing

the gap between the exergv and the actual work delivered bv a device. On a per unit mass

basis, the non-flow and flow exergies a,re given by [4, al]

and

ó - (u - uo) - Po(u -u6) - 76(s - ss)

,þ : (h - hù -"0(" - "o¡ 
+Ç + s,

(5 7)

(5.8)

(5 e)

(5. i0)

(5.11)

respectivelv. The svmbols h,g, ar'd V refer to entropv, gravitational acceleration and ve-

locitv, respectivelv. In integral form, the energy and entropv balance equations for the

unsteady problem become

"t, I edl - | wat+ Hg - Hl : 
li," #ot

t,|fiar*Þ,-|#0,:sz_ st

In Eq. (5.9), the svmbol 110 is a shorthanded notation for the generalized enthalpv group

ll +mV2/Zlmgz. The subscript z in Eq.(5.10) denote each reservoir communicating with

the system. We mav combine LI * To(L2) and collect terms to obtain

I (-?) o"- | wa'- I *" -ros)dt

+(Hf - 
"osr) 

- @3 -ToSz) - ToP" : 0

Replacing corresponding terms with the definition of exergy in Eq.(5.8), we obtain

I (-l)r"- | wa,-mrþt-mzttz-roÞ": I #ru -rss)d,t (b 12)

where n¿ is the mass. The expression on the right-hand side is the rate of exergv change

within the control volume. Then



(5.13)

The first two terms on the left side of Eq. (5.13) are the transfer of exergv due to heat

and work interactions, respectivelv. The third and fourth terms are exergr¡ transfer due to

mass flow. Then, the energv balance equation reduces to

Iy - TsP": AX (5.14)

where 1¡ is the exergy flux consisting of the first four terms in Eq.(5.13). Here, 1¡ is the

algebraic upper bound for the exerg'y) which is reached when the svstem operates reversibly.

The second term in Eq. (5.1a) is the exergy destruction or the lost available work. We arrive

at the so-called Gouy-Stodol¿ identitv; i.e.,

W¿o"¿: TsÞ" (5.15)

which in expresses the desired relationship between entropy generation and loss.

In the broadest sense, exergy is related to equilibrium (in a physical, chemical, or other

sense). Specificallv. the further a given substance is from equilibrium, the greater its po-

tential to perform useful work. We can then conclude from Eq. (5.15) that the generation

of irreversibilitv within a system is fundamentally relate<l to the degree of departure of the

svstem from equilibrium and the inherent tendencv of the system to return to a condition

of equilibrium if left undisturbed.

We realize from Eq. (5.14) that the optimization of engineering svstems can be pursued

using two different approaches. In the words of Bejan [41] these are

o the estimation of the theoretical ideal operating conditions of a proposed installation,

and

o the estimation and minimization of lost available work or entropv generation through

improved thermal design.

I ( -?) o" - | wat - rntþt - mzúz - roÞ" : I To,
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The first approach is the primary goal of the method of exergv analysis (EA). The second

approach is the contemporarv entropy generation minimization (EGM) method. This work

contributes to scientific knowledge bv providing experimental and numerical techniques to

determine the local entropv generation. This is often the first task of the engineer who

chooses the EGM approach.

Exergy analysis prima.rilv involved thermodvnamics and it is sub.ject to convention. On

the other hand, EGM requires the use of fluid mechanics, heat transfer, material constraints

and geometry in order to obtain relationships between loss and the optimal configuration.

Also, entropv generation depends on thermodvnamic irreversibilitv, which is directlv related

to the efficiencv of any energy consuming device. Therefore, entropv generation can serve as

a standard wav of identifuing any device's energ"y wastefulness. If engineering svstems and

their components operate such that losses are minimized, then the design of such svstems

and components should begin with the minimization of entropy generation.

5.3 lrreversibility Mechanisms in Fluid Flow

This section presents an examination of the entropv transport equation with the intention

of identifuing loss mechanisms. By applving the Gauss theorem, the integral form of the

transport form of the entropv generation equation becomes

(5.16)

All mechanisms which are responsible for the generatjon of entropy in fluid flows involve

energv transfer and they are clearly identifled in Eq. (5.16). These mechanisms are convec-

tion of entropv (with mass momentum transfer), diffusion of entropy (due to heat transfer)

and the time rate of change of entropv in a control volume (finite rate processes). In the

following analysis, it is assumed that the fluid may be compressible or an incompressible,

Newtonian fluid sub.iect to the Fourier law. Radiation or chemical reactions are not con-

P, : # l^Psd'A* 1,,{or')
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sidered. We shall now consider the separate effect of each of these mechanisms on entropv

production.

5.3.1 Diffusion of Entropy

For the purpose of this examination, let us assume that diffusion is the only wav leading

to entropv production. The transient and convection terms are neglected and Eq.(5.16)

becomes

(5.17)

From Eq. (5.17), diffusion of entropv accompanies the diffusion of heat. Heat is a form

of disorganized energy and some entropv will flow with heat. Unfortunatelv, a portion

of the energy associated with exergv transfer during a real process is alwavs transferred

as heat, rather than work. Minimizing the entropv generation due to heat transfer can

provide better performance in industrial applications involving heat transfer across a finite

temperature difference. It can be shown that the entropv generation due to heat transfer

is always positive.

Consider the exergy balance equation (Eq. (5.13)) at steady state. In the absence of

entropv convection, the maximum entropv generation becomes

(5.18)

Differentiating with respect to time,

Þ,: f ",$ 
an>o

rsÞ":r(T) 
=o

TsP": Io(,-+) "
we have

(5.1e)

This result shows that entropv generation remains positive, regardless of the direction of

heat flow. In a case where T¿ I To, the sign of Q also reverses so that Þ" is alwavs positive.
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5.3.2 Convection of Entropy

The convection of entropv also contributes to entropv production. Consider a case where the

entropv associated with mass transfer is the only mechanism leading to entropv production,

i.e., the entropv transport between becomes

(5.20)

In order to illustrate the relationship between loss and convection of entropv, consider

viscous flow of a single fluid stream in an insulated duct. For the entropv production in

Eq. (5.20) to be positive, the entropy convected out of the duct must be greater than the

influx. This increase can be demonstrated bv considering the variation of pressure in the

flow field. The pressure ratio (equivalent to the pressure drop) between two points in the

flow can be related to an entropv increase due to irreversibilities.

Bv integrating Eq. (5.20) between the inlet and outlet, and using the Gibbs equation,

(5.21)

Þ": 
f",Øar).dñ>o

For this adiabatic fr,ow, h¿n: hout: h,. Therefore,

Þ": _rnll,:- 
þt,0")

For an incompressible fluid, Eq. (5.22) gives

p, = *tpPtin

where A,P : P¿, - P6¿¿ {1 pcT¿n. For a perfect gas, Eq. (5.22) becomes

Þ": -rnRt"'P#t 2n.

OI

Þ":rnll^^:-#-Ë:-#r"l

1)r out
Dr 1,71

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

D_€: e ÌiaR
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The entropv production as expressed by Eq. (5.23) and Eq. (5.25) is always positive since

pressure decreases downstream in the absence of external forces.

Equations (5.23) and (5.25) establish the desired connection between the pressure drop

due to viscous dissipation and entropv generation. For a la,rger irreversibilitv, a greater total

pressure drop within the flow in encountered. The quantitv Pout/P¿n is the total pressure

recovery in flow svstems. It can be deducted that entropv generation can be emploved to

characterize fluid flow losses in a similar way as the traditional loss parameters such as head

loss, pressure recovery coefficient, etc. are used. The last section of this chapter provides

the theoretical basis for the translation of flow irreversibilitv (measured experimentally or

calculated by CFD) to local and global traditional loss parameter using the rate of entropv

generation. This is an additional new contribution of this work to scientific knowledge.

5.3.3 TYansient Compensation for Entropy Production

Finite rate processes also contribute to entropv production. For example, the rate of com-

pression of a gas in piston- cylinder device determines the irreversibilitv associated with

the process. In the limit of verv slow compression, the process is quasi-equilibrium and

guarantees the minimum entropv production. In general, if a process proceeds such that

the associated system does not have enough time to adjust to the changing condition and

state, all or some portion of the energv initiallv available to the system in the form of work

is transferred internallv as heat, with a corresponding loss in abilitv to perform work. This

behavior is common to all real svstems. In the present case, the entropy transport equation

becomes

It is cleal that entropy, densitv or volume (a"rea in

positive entropy generation in Eq. (5.26). Tvpicallv,

(5.26)

2-D) must increase to maintain a

an increase in speciflc entropv for

Þ": # lo{oooo
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an incompressible fluid is accompanied bv a corresponding rise in internal energv. Thus,

for a control volume, the transient change in entropv cannot occur without the diffusion

or convection of entropv into the control volume. The latter statement would be modified

when a chemical reaction is involved.

5.4 Entropy Generation and Loss in Mechanical Energy

As mentioned above in section 5.3.2, it appeaxs that entropv generation could be emploved

to characterize fluid flow losses. In this section, the relationship between entropv generation

and loss in mechanical or organized energy is defined for unstalled and stalled flows. The

Bernoulli's equation represents unstalled flows and will not be derived again in this thesis.

5.5 Loss fn Unstalled Flows

Consider incompressible viscous flow in a diffuser of unit depth as shown in Figure 5.2. Bv

assuming a uniform velocity profile between the outlet and the inlet of the duct, we could

derive the Bernoulli equation, i.e.,

tgq+ t srz+|vr'+ u, (5.27)

where II¿ is the head loss.

A total energy balance over the entire duct gives:

1,,2 P2

2": p,
Pt

Pt

dE
dt

: mt(ut * Pul i szt + *rÐ * O

-rn2(u,2t Pu2* szz+*r;l -* (5.28)

Assuming no boundarv work, at steady state Eq. (5.28) becomes
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Figure 5.2: Diffuser

* * n', * T": : þ * ezz t l,; * tg-P-L
Applving the Second Law to the differential area shown in Fig. (5.2) and using

equation, we find

68 : rm (+ . ,#) - zoÞ,

Summing over the entire duct,

Q : *(rz - u,r) -lrae,
Bv comparing Eqs. (5.27), (5.29) and (5.31), we obtain the result

U, _ rn(uz -.ut) - Q : I1ó4, 
O

N'L 'ITL

(5.2e)

the Gibbs

(5.30)

(5.31)

(5.32)
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It is realized from Eq. (5.32) that the head loss in the Bernoulli's equation is a measure

of irreversibilitv and represents a loss in mechanical energv per unit mass of the flowing

fluid. In particular, it represents the (irreversible) conversion of mechanical energy to often

less useful internal energy in the fluid. Since the velocitv profile is assumed to be uniform

at the inlet and outlet of the duct, the head loss form does not account for stall (flow

separation and recirculation) in the velocity field. It is viewed to be a global variable

representing the average loss over the entire duct. For complex geometries used, in practice,

where swirling and recirculation in the velocity freld is common, the Bernoulli's equation

head loss term becomes inadequate for design optimization purposes. In such cases, local

processes leading to a svstem inefficiency are required to develop possible ways of improving

the overall performance. An analogy is a patient telling the doctor that he / she is sick,

without knowing what part of the bodv is causing the ailment.

Equation (5.32) also suggests that the global head loss is actuallv proportional to the

sum of local entropv generation throughout the domain. Thus, the Second Law can provide

information on the local distribution of irreversibilitv in fluid svstems. Current design

technologv usuallv detects a loss of useful energy on a global scale using a single loss

parameter. It would be useful if the irreversibilities could be quantified locallv, using the

Iocal rate of entropv generation, so that engineering d.evices could be re-designed locally to

improve overall performance.

5.6 Loss in Recirculating Flows

We now address the need to develop a loss characterization parameter which incorporates

the effect of recirculation and three dimensionality of the flow field. Consider a general

three-dimensional, steadv flow as shown in Figure b.B.

A phvsical measure of irreversibilitv in Fig. 5.3 will be the loss in mechanical energv

between points 1 and 2, or points 1/ and 2t as a result of viscous dissipation. In orcler to
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Figure 5.3: Loss in Fluid Flow

find the local loss associated with flow between any two points at the inlet and the outlet

of a differential stream tube, respectivelv, we perform a mechanical energv balance on a

control volume, A (ds), centered on a streamline passing through the points.

We could subtract the thermal energv equation from the total energv equation to obtain

the following form of the mechanical energv equation, i.e.,

oftflv'l : -r7' vP + {v' í' i -, : v' ü} + F' ü (5.33)

The temporal portion of the substantial derivative on the left side of Equation (5.33) van-

ishes as a result of steady state conditions. Equation (5.33) states that the net convection

of kinetic energ"y is equal to the sum of the flow work, ü.VP, net work of viscous stresses,

V'i'i, plus the net work done bv bodv forces, F.i, to increase the kinetic energy, minus

the viscous dissipation, r : V . t.
The work done bv gravitational forces on the fluid can be re-written as
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pd'v - -u9,

Combining Equations (5.33) and (5.34), and

obtain

D.
- ugu : Dtdt (5.34)

integrating over a differential volume, u1 we

l,où 
.oèr, i sz)d,u : - l,û 

.vp o, * l,v .i.i ¿, - 1,, ,o .t ¿, (b.Bb)

The unit vector in the direction of the streamline, s, is given bv

v\_.,_ 
V

0r-,0a-.ð"t: 
A", 

* Ari * æo (5.36)

so that ),.i : 7rf0s,À -î : ôgl0sand À . Ë : 0zl0s.

Substituting for the value of 17 in Equation (5.35) except in the stress terms, ancl ap-

plving the chain rule, we fi.nd

l,o, &rl"'*T*sz)d.u: I,o.i.t o,- [,r:y.û d,u (5.82)

Integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (5.37) over l.(ds) (from It ñ 2t) in Fig. 5.3 ancl

assuming a constant mass flow rate through the stream tube,

n I orlv' * Ï * sz) : I,o i.t ¿u - 1,, :y .i d,u (5.38)

The viscous work represents the work done by the fluid in the control volume against

surroundings for a change in organized energy. The viscous dissipation term is always

positive for Newtonian fluids. It is the onlv mechanism in Eq. (5.38) leacling to a decrease

in the net organized energv leaving the control volume.
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Also

Ir,v.i I
Ju dr: 

J,¡1,@ 
du (b.39)

Finallv, we obtain the mechanical energv balance for a local fluid mass, as ,

12' 1 T)

[" aç!-y, +! + sz) : ! [ o.í.i d, - : I pÞ d.,
Jlt ¿ p TTLJV rh,.lu

(5.40)

The viscous dissipation is the only loss term in equation Eq. (5.a0) and can be directlv

related to the entropv generation using the positive definite entropv equation, i."., 4 : Ê.
Then, the local loss becomes

. t,,TP" du
h, 

- 
"v

t ù¿ 
- rn

It can be seen in Eq.(5.40) that loss in fluid flow is a volumetric phenomenon involving

the rate of entropv generation. An appropriate measure of loss in a large bulk of fluid

will therefore be a summation of local entropv production in masses of fluid centered on

a streamline throughout the domain of interest. In this 'ú/av, entropv generation could be

used as an alternative measure of loss in fluid svstems. The entropv production approach

accounts for swirling in the flow field, thereby making it general. Since all engineering

devices have local irreversibilities, it is anticipated that entropv production may be usecl as

a standard metric from which the energy efficiency of all devices can be characterized. It is
viewed that the information provided to the designer bv using the Second Law parameter

is more valuable than that provided by examining the end-to-end loss, since the desired

overall performance of engineering svstems can be improved by re-designing locallv. Unlike

the tradition loss characterization using the head loss, pressure recovery coeffi.cient, etc.,

loss characterization using the rate of entropy generation will empower the designer with

the abilitv to identifv clearlv the source and location of irreversibilitv in the flow field.

In order to relate the local irreversibilitv to global variables, the total loss in an entire

flow is defined as the local entropv generation integrated throughout the domain. Previous

(5.41)
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studies have shown that this definition is consistent with the usual global distribution of

loss given bv traditional loss correlations [8]. Upon integration over the entire flow field,

the viscous work term vanishes for the case when the inlet and outlet velocity are uniform,

thereby reducing to the well known Bernoulli's equation for unstalled flows.

For complex geometries, analytical results are not generallv available and we have to

rely on numerical or experimental results. It will be shown that the local entropv generation

distribution for complex flow geometries can be determined experimentallv using the pulse

Iaser technique with PIV [42]. The local entropv production may then be interpreted in

terms of conventional loss parameters.

The following analvsis demonstrates that the entropv production approach can be inte-

grated into the present traditional design technologv. Consider an incompressible viscous

fluid flow between two horizontal plates with a length of tr. The plates are at a distance

2W apart. If the plates are verv wide, the fullv developed velocity profrle does not change

in the z-direction and it is given bv

(5.42)

where

-u2 /Lp\ B_u': 2r \ t ): z"

4pu"2 f'
w4 J--

'tt:'ttrc[t - (*)']

t, u (g)' a"

(5.43)

For the parallel plate, Eq. (5.41) can be integrated over the entire duct to obtain the

total head loss, 11¿, as follows,

Ht:
rn

y2DLdy (5.44)

which gives
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Using expressions for u",

H, :2u"LJ"
pw'

Pr-P2tIL: 

-

p

r:?YI [Þ"¿,rrLLu. J u

(5.45)

(5.46)

We have demonstrated the validitv of Eq.(5.41) in a parallel plate bv showing that it

reduces to A,pf p, which is the head loss between two wide horizontal flat plates. The friction

factor and the mechanical loss can be related in terms of entropy generation for the parallel

plate flow problem as

(5.47)

Thus, if we use P" as a metric of measurement, for an isothermal system, the equivalent

friction factor is a product of the local entropv generation integrated throughout the domain

and a constant based on averaged values of the flow variables.

5.7 Summary and Discussion

A relationship between loss and entropv generation has been discussed in this chapter.

Starting with the concavity propertv ofentropv, we arrived at the concept ofexergv. Exergy

is defined as the work potential that can be extracted from an energy source. The exergv

destroved in anv process is the extent to which the operation of the actual, specified svstem

departs from the theoretical limit of the ideal system. This departure is proportional to

the entropv generated. The discovery that this depa"rture is proportional to the entropv

generated led to the investigation of the various irreversibility mechanisms in fluid flow.

Three major processes involving entropv were discussed. These include the diffusion of

entropY, convection of entropv and transient compensation for entropv generation.

\Mith current technologies, this loss of useful energy is detected on a global scale, tvpi-

callv through a single loss coefficient (i.e., the loss coeffi.cient, the pressure recovery coeffi-
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cient, etc.,). It would be highlv useful if these irreversibilities could be detected locallv so

that engineering devices could be re-designed locally to improve overall performance. Since

the calculation of the local rate of entropv production was outlined, we propose that loss in

available work in all engineering devices can be characterized bv using the rate of entropv

production. It was shown that the entropv production can be related to traditional loss pa-

rameters and it is a more general wav of expressing loss in mechanical energv. In particular,

the rate of entropv production provides additional information on the local distribution of
flow losses in the domain.

An important application of the Second Law is the optimized thermodvnamic design

of aircraft sub-svstems. These applications involve the concept of work potential [48]. It
appears that there is no svstematic method for the tracking of work potential usage in the

design of aircraft sub-svstems [a ]. Exergv and entropy calculations can identifv the loss

of work potential within each sub-svstem and thermodynamic process during an aircraft,s

operation' This provides the designer with a svstematic wav of ictentifuing ancl targeting

those areas incurring the most significant losses. In this wav, thermo-economics can be

directlv linked to work potential and the Second Law. Moorhouse and Suchomel [ab] suggest

that exergy provides a unifving framework and a set of metrics to more effectivelv analyze

energ'y svstems in an aircraft. This framework is based on the Second Law.

Another important example of entropv based techniques is effective thermal manage-

ment of electronic devices. In particular, optimized cooling of microelectronic svstems has

received considerable recent attention. The effects of component lavout on the flow char-

acteristics in electronic circuit packages were investigatecl bv flow visualization in a water

tunnel [46]. Flow visualization can be carried out effectively in water tunnels using pulsed

laser illumination and Pa¡ticle Image Velocimetry [4\.Entropv generation can be usecl as

a basis to find the minimum power input with effective convective cooling of an electronic

package [a8]. The minimization is carried out with respect to the coolant flow rate and the
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heat transfer contact area. The ultimate phvsical limitations on faster and more compact

computing circuits are closely linked to the Second Law [49].

As future technologv presses towards the upper limits of performance in the previouslv

mentioned examples, it is anticipated that the Second Law will have an increasing role of

importance therein.

In the next chapter, experimental studies are performed to gain further understanding of

irreversibilities a.rising in recirculating flows. These flows arise in relation to the previouslv

mentioned applications.
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Chapter 6

EI\TROPY PRODUCTIOI\
MEAST]REMEINT WITH
PARTICLE IMAGE
VELOCIMETRY

6.1 fntroduction

Unlike velocitv or temperature, the measurement of entropv cannot be performed directly.

However, the positive definite entropv equation can be used as an indirect way to charac-

terize the flow irreversibility. For example, the entropv produced by friction irreversibility

can be estimated bv measured gradients of velocitv through Eq. (3.9). In this research, the

rate of entropv generation is also considered as a derived experimental quantitv. The quan-

titv can be computed bv post-processing temperature and velocity distributions measured

experimentallv. It is demonstrated that the velocity gradients mav be obtained bv pulsed

laser PIV measurements in a water tunnel (see Fig. 6.1).

The technologv of digitization and processing of flow visualization is vast. Previous

studies exist that employ non-PIV digital image velocimetry techniques [50]. A detailecl

review of these techniques, the current status and the trends of the PIV technique have
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been presented bv Buchhave [51]. There are three major characteristics of PIV that makes

it more attractive than the standard method of anemometry [52]. It is a whole-field method;

it is non-intrusive; and it permits the measurement of the instantaneous flow field. Other

conventional measuring techniques are referred to as si,ngle point methods because thev ac-

quire the spatial information either bv invoking the Taylor's hvpothesis with a time record

of velocitv at a single point or bv using two hot wire probes or two separate laser anemome-

ter sYstems to measure two points simultaneously. Thev are primarilv used to determine

average quantities (such as the mean velocitv) which may not represent the detailed flow

structure. One of the reasons for the current interest in entropv generation is the need

to gain information about the detailed velocity structure of a flow region in relation to

loss. The fact that the PIV technique provides information on the gross flow patter¡ in a
whole-field or cross-section of the flow makes the PIV a useful alternative to conventional

measurement techniques.

Figure 6.1: Test section with laser setup
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6.2 Principles of PIV

Particle Image Velocimetry is a widelv used technique for measuring the spatial distribution

of velocitv in a flow field. Tvpically. seeded particles are illuminated bv a pulsed laser along

a plane perpendicular to a Charged Coupled Device (CCD) camera (see Fig. 6.2). The

camera captures the image of the illuminated particles in successive frames at each instant

when the light sheet is pulsed. The results of the two sets of images coincide with a location

of the group of particles at two instants in time. The PIV software uses these resulting

images to quantifv the distance of particle group motion between images, time, and thus

velocity of the particles. These particle velocities are known to accuratelv represent the

fluid velocities.

In order to generate the velocitv vectors, the recorded image frame is divided into small

sub-regions, called interrogation areas. Each interrogation area contains many particle-

image pairs. The optimum number of particles per interrogation region for PIV is nominally

10 image pairs. Correlation based processing techniques are used within each interrogation

region to produce a vector representing the average particle displacement. A spatial velocity

distribution results from the interrogation analyses of the entire image.

The following sections will describe in more detail the components of the PIV system

and the correlation techniques used for this research.

6.3 Optical Configuration for the PIV System

The tvpical optical confrguration of a PIV setup consists of a light source, light-sheet op-

tics, tracer particles and a CCD camera. The particular arrangement of these components

depends on the nature of the flow to be measured. The camera must be placed at 900 to

the plane of the light sheet irrespective of the configuration chosen.

With the present technologv, a laser appears to be the best light source for PIV illu-
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of Particle Image Velocimetry

mination because it provides a sufficientlv high light budget required for most practical

flows. In addition, laser light is easily manipulatecl and convertecl to light sheets of varie{

thickness. For relativelv low speed flow measurement, the light sheets may be prorluced

from a continuous wave beam from an argon ion laser. A clouble cavitv Neodymium-yAc

(Nd: YAG) Iaser or a rubv laser mav be used for high speed flow PIV measurements. The

light sheet is usuallv pulsed for two reasons. Firstlv, concentrating the light energv into

short pulses permits a better use of the energv available. Secondly. pulsing produces a

stroboscopic effect that freezes the tracer particles during image capturing. In our laser

equipment, the light sheet thickness is varied bv moving a lens focus adjuster on the optical

head of the laser. A mirror reflects the laser sheet into the flow field allowing the position

of the light sheet, and thus the illuminated cross-section of the fl.ow, to be acljusted.

The hvdrodvnamic behavior of the tracer particles is important in PIV because the
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particle velocitv, and not the fluid velocitv, is determined. Bv using Stoke's law for the drag

force, the settling velocitv, u" , which is a measure of the effect of gravitational forces on a

particle, is given by [53]

(6.1)

where d,p, P, g, and p' refer to the diameter of the particles, densitv, gravitational acceleration,

and viscositv of the fluid, respectivelv. The subscript p refers to the seeding particle and the

subscript / refers to the fluid. Equation (6.1) is valid for a particle Revnolcls number of less

than one, i.e. Reo: plu"dplþ < 1. We realized from Eq. (6.1) that the particles should be

neutrallv buovant (have approximately the same densitv) in the fluid to eliminate possible

error in the measurement due to particle settling as they transverse the flow field. This

issue is an important factor explaining why water tunnels are often more effective for flow

visualization. It is especiallv important in very slow flows. The optical properties of the

particles are also important in PIV. The parameters that determine the spatial distribution

of the scattered light include the refractive index, the particle size and shape, ancl the

wavelength of the incident light. For a higher refractive index of the particles (above that

of the liquid), there is better light scattering. Adrian [54] definecl the two limiting cases

for light scattering suitable for PIV based on the ratio of the particle diameter, d,o, to the

wavelength of the incident light, À. The first case (where d"olÀ << 1) coincides with the

region of maximum intensitv and it is termed Ravleigh scattering. The second case, where

dolÀ >> 1, coincides with the region where the intensitv is highest. The recommended pIV

scattering condition is located between these limiting cases and it is called the Mei region.

Based on these definitions, a small wavelength of light and large particles are more desirable

for PIV measurements. The particles must be small enough to track the flow accuratelv,

vet large enough to scatter sufficient light for the recording medium to detect them.

When the intensitv of the scattered light is high enough, the particle positions are

18r,
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detected on a CCD camera. In contrast to a photographic film recording medium, which

requires a lengthv iteration procedure for image processing, the CCD camera provides an

instantaneous digital signal of the tracer particle positions. The main component of the

CCD camera is the CCD sensor which consists of an a¡rav of detectors called pirels. F;ach

interrogation area comprises many elements of pixels. By construction, the light falling on

a pixel is converted to an electronic charge. The charge on each pixel is proportional to

the photon flux reaching the pixel and the time of exposure. The expose time is known as

the integration ti,me of the sensor. The charge of each pixel is read out at the end of each

exposure. The expose time plus the read out time determine the framing tirne of. the sensor

[53]. The charge falling on the individual pixel is transformed to a voltage during read-out

of the CCD chip and the value of the voltage is seen as a gray scale distribution on the

PIV image map. It is expected that images should be detected as a bright signal on a dark

background. More details of the different tvpes of sensors and the several tvpes of CCD

camera lavouts are discussed in Masoud [53] and Ref [55], respectively.

6.4 fnterrogation Analysis and Implementation

The objective of the interrogation analysis is to find the spatial velocity correlation over a

regular grid of small sub-regions bv using statistical methods. One of the most widelv used

methods performs the data reduction by recording both the initial and final positions of

the seeding images on a single frame. This method is called auto-correlation. The average

displacement of the recorded particle image is determined bv correlating particles in the

same interrogation area. The other method of data reduction in PIV is cross-correlat'ion.

In cross-correlations, two single exposure frames must be recorded. The initial positions of

the particle images are recorded on the first frame of the camera, the camera is advance,

and the final positions are recorded on a second camera frame.

In two dimensions, the auto correlation is a symmetric function having a characteristic
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central peak and two displacement peaks oriented symmetricallv about the central peak.

This kind of symmetrv is a maior drawback of the auto-correlation function. The symmetrv

vields a 1800 directional ambiguitv in the velocity vector clirection. For this reason, cross-

correlation processing is considered to be superior to the auto-correlation technique. Figure

6.3 shows the output correlation plane produced bv both techniques.

lmage

ton

lmage 1

lmage 2

Figure 6.3: Correlation output planes

In the cross-correlation technique, an interrogation area on the first image is cross-

correlated with an interrogation area from the second image. Bv combining this pair of single

exposure interrogation areas, a single peaked function is obtained in the cross-correlation

+
Auto-corelat

__-t\

Cross-conelation
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plane. The location of the correlation peak from the origin is the average displacement across

the interrogation area. The direction of the displacement is determined unambiguouslv

because the order in which the images were recorded is known. Willert and Gharib [56]

have proposed a linear signal processing model to describe the spatial shift in correlatecl

interrogation areas. This model is shown in Figure 6.4.

Imtige I
-Íitn,n)

Image Transfer functi on
or spatial shift

l--- --l
s(nt,n) Þ----------->I tîI

Nerise
cl(m, n)

hnage ?
g(nt,n.)

Figure 6.4: Correlation Model

In Figure 6.4, the svmbol (*,n) represents the image coordinate measured in pixels.

The model relates image 1 and image 2 linea¡ly as

g(m,n) : [f (m,n) * s(rn,n)l + d(m,n) (6.2)

where the functioîs f , g, s, and d denote the input, output, spatial shift and the irnage noise,

respectivelv. The effect of noise is usually neglected in the discrete analysis of Eq. (6.2) to

simplifv it. Thus, the linear model can be written in the following discrete form,

(6 3)

The spatial shift function represents the system impulse response. It is actuallv a Dirac

delta function displaced from the origin by a distance which is equivalent to the average

displacement of the particles in the sampled region. It is realized from Eq. (6.3) that the

lo"oolg(*,ù:l t I "(¿-m,t-")Í(k,Dl
l/c:-oo l:-oo 

_l
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spatial shift function can be evaluated if the input and the output signals are known. The

displacement and time interval between the recordings of images are combined to produce

the velocity.

It can be shown that the spatial shift function resulting from the spatial cross-correlation

of sample regions f (*,r) and g(m,n) can be found from

ó ¡n(*, n) : ó ¡ ¡ (m, n) * s(m, n) (6.4)

where ó¡n(*,n ) is the discrete cross-correlation function of the sample region and þ¡¡(m,n)
is the auto-correlation of the input function f(*,r). Following Willert and Gharib [56],

ó¡n(*,n) is deflned as the expected value of / and g, i.e.,

Óf n(*,"): Elf (m,n),g(m,n,)]

À:oo l:oo
E[f(*,n,),s(m,n)] : t Ð f&,Ds@ +m,Il-n)

È:-oo l:-oo

(6.5)

where

(6.6)

Bv using Eq(6.2) and neglecting noise, the discrete cross-correlation function can be

expressed as an expectation operation of / and s as follows,

ótn(*,n) : Elf (m,n), f (m,n),r s(m,n.)l (6.7)

which is expanded as Eq. (6.4). The final equation has the same form as Eq. (6.3) in

agreement with the initial phvsical interpretation.

The principles explained above are fundamental to all cross-correlation PIV techniques,

including that employed in the FlowMap software (Dantec Dvnamics) used for this research.

Tvpicallv, a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) process is used to simplifv and speed up the

calculation of correlations. Figure 6.5 shows a tvpical computational implementation of the

cross-correlation technique explained above. In particular, an FFT operation is substituted

for the summation in Eq. (6.7). By using corresponding Fourier transforms of the sampled
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functions, / and g, the resulting operation is reduced to a complex conìugate multiplication

of each corresponding pair of Fourier coefficients. These new coefficients can be transformed

to the cross-correlation function þ¡n(m,n) with an inverse FFT (see Fig. 6.5).

The FFT poorlv approximates the sample functions and thus the particle patterns along

the edges of the interrogation a.reas leading to an artificial increase in the background

noise. The increase in the signal-to-noise ratio is evidence from the presence of phantom

particles and phantom correlations as illustrated in Fig. 6.6. In order to differentiate

between the true correlations of the initial position with the corresponding final position,

window functions and filters a¡e introduced. The window functions eliminate phantom

correlations bv suppressing the particle near the edges while the filter functions are used to

suppress the spatial frequencv in the mid-range. Both the window function and the frlters

are implemented bv using weighting functions. The Gaussian window function and the low

pass filter were employed in this research because thev are found to be more accurate in

theorv. The weighting functions associated with the Gaussian window are given bv

(6.8)

where (M,N) and (rn, n) are the size of the interrogation area and the pixel positions,

respectivelv. The constant k determines the width of the window and it is user-specified.

Bv using Eq. (6.8), intensities near the center are multiplied bv a value close to one, while

those near the edges are multiplied bv a value close to zero.

The weighting function associated with the loss pass filter is given bv

: (0,0)

w(*,n): erp[- t;l' ((Ð'. (#)')]

where (2, u) and (U,V) denote the spatial frequencies and the size of the frequency domain

respectivelv. Other details relating to window functions and filters can be found in Ref.

[55]. Next, we focus our attention on the region near the edges of the interrogation areas.
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A practical way of reducing the signal to noise ratio in this region is by overlapping the

interrogation areas. This permits the use of the neglected information near the edges of an

interrogation area in a different area which partlv overlaps the frrst area. The overlap used

in this research is given in Section 6.6.

6.5 Experimental Setup

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.7. The test section of the water

tunnel is 70.0 cm wide, 76.2 cm high and 182.0 cm long. The test pieces are constructed

from aluminum to resemble an expansion section tvpicallv found in subsonic diffusers. They

are located at a distance of 74.2cm from the top of the test section so that the approaching

fluid is channeled into the duct formed bv the aluminum plate and the bottom of the water

tunnel. The pieces were positioned to ensure that the channel walls were par-allel. The

larger channel, downstream of the expansion, had a height of 3.80cm and an aspect ratio

of 17:1. The width is large enough to render three-dimensional effects negligible. The inlet

section is 2.0cm in height and 40cm in length up to the expansion section. These dimensions

ensured that the flow is nearly fully developed at the cross section where the expansion is

Iocated. The test section of the water tunnel is made of Plexiglas, therebv permitting

illumination from all sides. For this particular geometrv of the test piece, the laser and its

reflecting optics were placed such that the light sheet penetrates the plane of the flow from

the bottom.

In conjunction with the water tunnel, the complete PIV system consists of the optical

configuration (discussed above), a processor unit (PIV 2000 Processor, Dantec Dvnamics)

and a computer (Pentium III,450 MHz processor). The PIV processing unit inclucles: an

input buffer which reads and stores images recorded bv the CCD camera; a correlator unit

which is dedicated to the processing of the velocity vectors and other derived quantities

from the stored image maps; and a synchronizing unit which generates the sequence of
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communication between all pa"rts of the PIV system.

6.6 Data Acquisition and Post-processing

The flow field was illuminated from below at the cross-section of the fl.ow close to the center

of the test piece by reflecting optics and the two-chamber Gemini PIV Nd: Yag pulse laser

at a repetition rate of 16H2. The laser usuallv emits light at a wavelength of 1064nrn, but

the frequency is doubled to produce a laser pulse with a wavelength of 532nm, which lies

in the blue-green part of the spectrum. Cameras are generally sensitive to light emitted

in the blue-green part of the spectrum. The water flow into the channel was seeded with

polvamide particles of 20pm mean diameter with a concentration of 50glms. The ratio of

the seeding particle diameter to the wavelength of the incident light is therefore 37.6. The

dof Àratio is in the Mie region, and thus the seeding particle chosen is suitable for PIV light

scattering. Pairs of 1016 x 1008 pixel image maps v/ere acquired using a Kodak MegaPlus

851.0 Type 16 camera operating at a double frame mode. The Kodak MegaPlus ES1.0

camera contains a 1016 x 1008 format CCD chip and special electronics for acquisition of

two images at a very high frame rate. One full image is recorded for the first illumination

and another for the second illumination. After the first illumination, the first image is stored

in intermediate storage cells so that the chip can be cleared for the acquisition of the second

image. Both images lÃ/ere then transferred to the PIV processor via the digital connection

and a host computer for processing and analysis. The vector maps were obtained bv cross-

correlation. A 32 x 32 interrogation area was used with 50% overlap in the horizontal and

verticaldirections. A Gaussianwindowfunctionwith k: l andafilterfunctionwithk:3

were employed to suppress the error introduced bv the FFT.

The camera v/as translated manuallv between a minimum of six positions in order to

obtain the velocitv distribution for the entire flow field. The camera resolution and the

arrangement of the reflecting optics dictated the number of locations. More than thirtv
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vector maps, each comprising 62 x 62 vector positions, were recorded for each camera

location. The FlowMap software incorporates a number of validation routines to remove

outliers. These include peak height ratio, velocitv range and the moving average valiclation.

The experiments were performed as carefullv as possible, so that the qualitv of the vector

map is sufficient to avoid further validation analysis.

The velocities at grid positions were exported into data files for post-processing.

6.7 Local Irreversibility Measurement

The positive definite equation and the entropv transport equation provide two different al-

ternatives for computing the entropv generation. Adevinka and Naterer [30] have examined

the significance of the difference of results obtained in both approaches. In agreement with

earlier EGM analvsts, it is viewed that the positive definite equation is better suited for the

prediction of the local entropy generation for optimization puÌposes.

Although fluid velocitv is directly measured, other quantities of interest, such as vorticity

and streamlines, are derived from the velocitv measurements. In particular, the derived

quantitv of interest here is the local rate of entropy production. The PIV software displavs

the measured velocity vectors over a discrete grid. Thus, the derived quantitv. Þ", can be

determined bv analvsis of the entropv equation over the grid. In particular, the entropv

production for 2-D isothermal flow can be represented irr functional form as [42]

P": f (u(i, j),7(i, j),A,æ,Ly) (6.e )

where u(i',i) refers to the velocitv at grid position (2, j), Also, Au and Ag refer to the grid

spacing in the r and g directions, respectivelv.

In the context of steadv isothermal flows, Eq. (6.9) is directlv proportional to the

loss in mechanical energ"y as the fluid translates from one point to another. An extensive

literature review and patent search did not identifv anv previous studies where the spatial
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distribution of the local rate of entropv distribution was determined bv pulsed laser and PIV

technologv. As discussed in chapter 5, there is a large potential benefit of local irreversibility

measurements. The potential significance of identifving local flow irreversibilities has not

been fully realized because these irreversibilities are not currently measured. This work

provides a basis for the conversion of the entropv production to local friction losses (called

the Head loss) [42]. A final translation to local loss coefficient can be achieved bv using an

appropriate re-adaptation of loss coeffi.cient techniques [42].

The idea outlined in this section is applied in a studv of the optimal expansion angle

for a geometry resembling a subsonic diffuser (next chapter). Although the application

investigated in this research involves laminar flows, the principles derived in chapter 5 are

general and can be applied to turbulent flows (to be discussed in section 8.2).
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Chapter 7

RESULTS AIND DISCUSSION

7.L Error Analysis using the Apparent Entropy Difference

The application of the entropv approach to solution accuracv of a numerical scheme is

carried out in reference to the following two test problems. In the frrst example, transient

heat conduction is examined, whereas in the second problem, fullv developed channel flow

is investigated. A list of thermophvsical properties of the materials used can be founcl in

Appendix B.

7.I.L Tbansient Heat Conduction in a Solid Material

In this example, the numerical accuracy of the Second Law formulation is assessed through

a comparison with an analytical solution.

The geometrv of the solid material is shown in Fig. 7.1. Constant surface temperatures,

T¡, and 7., are applied at the left and right boundaries, respectively. The top and bottom

boundaries are well insulated. The initial condition is prescribeð.bv T(r,0) :7". The

exact solution to this problem is [b7]

T -Tn -erÍ(h)T.-Tn (7.1)
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Figure 7.1: Transient Conduction - Schematic

The heat flux per unit area, q, can be determined from this exact solution, i.e.,

(7.2)

Furthermore, we can differentiate the analytical solution of this problem to find the

temporal and spatial variation of entropv production in the solid. The result becomes

k(Th - T") ( s2 \,1: @ *r\-^r)

(7.3)

The predicted results for temperature and entropv are illustrated in Figs. 7.2 (a) and

(b), respectivelv. This simulation resembles heat transfer in a semlinfinite domain in the

earlv period, during which the temperature in the interior of the solid is not influenced

bv the right surface conditions. The entropy production decreases from a maximum value

near the boundary to zero near the middle of the solid where it is undisturbed bv the ad-

vancing temperature profile. As expected, the entropy generated in the solid also decreases

with time as the temperature difference between the interior of the solid and the surface

temperature decreases. The computed temperature and entropv production rates approach

T(x,t):7,
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their analvtical values as more elements are used in the discretization. These results are

consistent with earlier studies [37]. The entropv transport equation is more sensitive to grid

refinement than the positive definite equation. It is interesting to note that the entropv

generation computed bv the positive definite equation is higher than that computed value

with the transport equation at every time step. It appears that this observation is closely

related to the semi-discrete time analysis of the Second Law presented bv Merriam [24] and

Naterer [21].

Although the results remain positive and stable for coarse grids, both methods predicted

less entropy production than is actually observed. The positive definite equation provided

better results with each grid refinement. The apparent error in entropv production is

defrned as the difference between entropy production computed from equations (3.2) and

(3.9). This apparent emor appears to be related to the error in temperature values associated

with each grid discretization and the degree of discretization error in the control volume.

As shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, it can be observed that this difference decreases as the

temperature approaches the analytical value. We propose that the apparent difference in

entropv production characterizes a measure of the numerical error in the control volume.

The analysis in section 4.6 can be applied to the results obtained and shown in Figures

7.3 and 7.4. For example, the position of the maximum temperature error and the maximum

apparent entropv difference do not coincide for all grids examined. The position of the

maximum error in temperature lags behind the corresponding value for the apparent entropv

production difference. Taking derivatives in equation (4.34) and the leading term in equation

(4.33) for the maxima, we find that z : J2at for the position where the error in temperature

is a maximum and r: 
^/at 

where the error in apparent entropv difference is a maximum.

This observation confirms the lag between the peak points for temperature and apparent

entropv difference. The position of the maximum is observed to move into the domain as

time elapses for both cases (as expected).
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When the grid is sufficientlv refined, it can be observed that the apparent entropv error

becomes less directly correlated with the temperature error (see Figs. 7.3(c) and 7.4(c)).

When the temperature error becomes small (i.e. 6x40 mesh, Fig. 7.a(c)), the apparent error

appears to fluctuate randomlv about a mean value due to round-off errors. It provides some

evidence that when the bounds of apparent entropv error remain within a certain range,

then the error in temperature is sufficientlv small.

7.L.2 Fully Developed Laminar Flow in a Planar Duct

In order to investigate the extension ofthe present approach to fluid flow problems, another

application with a fullv developed, viscous, laminar flow in a plane duct is examined. The

mean temperature at the inlet is specified. A constant heat flux is applied equallv to the

upper and lower boundaries. The duct is sufficientlv wide so that changes in flow properties

in the z-direction are assumed to be negligible. In the fullv developed region, the velocity

profile is independent of the axial distance r, so that u:u(A), and the transverse velocitv

is u : 0. When the wall heat flux is constant, the fully developed temperature profile,

T(r,A), retains its shape independent of. r, but its magnitude rises at a constant rate along

the wall.

The velocitv and temperature profiles are given by [58]

and

u:uc(L-Y')

r:ro.T (#*X"' - å"')

(7.4)

(7.5)

respectivelv, where Y : Alu , r,o: u.w2f a, z" is the centerline velocity, and tl is half of

the distance between the upper and lower walls. In equations (7.a) and (7.5), the plane of

the r- axis lies on the duct centerline. Also, 7o is the absolute temperature at a point at

the inlet located on the axis of the duct. Consideration is given to the region where the
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flow is fullv developed' Therefore, the exact uniform velocitv profile was specified at nodal
points throughout the domain using Eq. (7.Q. The exact temperature profile associated

with the mean temperature was specifi.ed at the inlet and the exact temperature gradient

was imposed at the outlet.

Equations (7'4) and (7.5) are differentiated to vield the exact variation of entropv pro-
duction in the duct using equation (3.9). For the case where the local temperature differ-
ence, T - Zo, is considerablv smaller that the local absolute temperature, we obtain the
cross-stream local entropv production rate as follows,

(7.6)

The first two terms represent the entropv generated by heat transfer in the gr direction. The
third term represents the entropv generated due to axial concluction and the last term arises

from viscous dissipation due to the diffusion of momentum in the fluid. rn our case, the
entropv production result does not have a simplified closecl form, since the local tempera-
ture difference cannot be neglected. Nevertheless, the positive definite entropv generation
equation can be readilv solved for the plane duct problem bv a computer algorithm.

Figure 7 '5(a) shows the computed cross-stream temperature profile for the finest grid
(2ax80) at the steadv state. As expected, the computed temperature profile approaches

the exact axial variation of temperature as the grid is refined. The entropv production
profile over the entire cross section of the duct is presented in Figure 2.5(b). The entropv
production rate is maximum nea¡ the wall due to heat transfer and viscous effects. On the
other hand, it becomes zero at the center of the channel where the velocitv and temperature
gradients axe zero. For a similar problem in a pipe, Bejan [11] suggests that the position
of the center of gravitv of the entropv production shifts closer to the wall as the viscous

effects become important. Both the positive definite and the transport equations approach

the exact solution as the grid is sufficiently refined.

P": &lG" -i"')' . #]*#",
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A grid refinement studv is shown in Figure 7.6 to indicate the order of accuracy of

the scheme. Four different meshes (6x80, 8x80, 12x80 and 24x80 elements) were used to

generate a solution of the given plane duct problem. The grid spacing in the z-direction

is kept constant while Ag is varied. The error indicated on the vertical axis represents a

temperature solution error. Based on the slope of the result (note: logarithmic axes), it

appears that the error decreases approximatelv quadraticallv with the grid spacing, Ag (i.e.

second-order accuracv).

Plots of the apparent error in entropv production and corresponding temperature errors

àt r:0.12n and 0.4m arc shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. The apparent error in entropv

production is maximum for the coarse grid (see Fig. 7.8), which also exhibits the highest

temperature error (see Fig. 7 .7), arrd it decreases considerably when the grid is refined (i.e.

when the error in temperature is reduced). It appears that the apparent error in entropv

decreases in a similar fashion when the error in temperature decreases upon grid refinement.

The coarse grid over-predicts the entropy production near the midpoint. This suggests an

excessive diffusive-type error inward near the center of the duct.

The potential significance of these results should be elucidated and summarized. Estab-

lishing error bounds remains a kev limitation of CFD technologv. Acquiring experimental

data for validating complex flow simulations, or performing exhaustive grid refinement

studies are often too time consuming or expensive for companies utilizing CFD. As a result,

deeper integration of CFD into the full design process may be missed. Since experimental

data or analytical solutions for industrial flows are often not available, an alternative phvs-

icallv based method for assessing solution accuracy is highlv desirable [30]. In this thesis,

it has been shown that the Second Law can provide an important link to numerical error

bv identifving various features of solution errors. In this wav. entropy can serve as a key

parameter in quantifving CFD errors in the absence of experimental data for validation.
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7.2 Loss Characterization in Flow through a Gradual Expan-
slon

7.2.L Measured Results

PIV measurements of the flow field at a Revnolds number of 1295 were obtainecl for expan-

sion angles of 400 and 600. The velocitv fields and geometrv with a 600 expansion angle are

illustrated in Figure 7.9. The results represent mean velocities obtained from a minimum of

30 measurements that ensured that the standard deviation at each point is less that 1B%.

In Fig. 7.9,H is the step height.

Figure 7.9 (a) shows the velocity profile at the inlet. The flow separates at the expansion

causing a slow recirculation of the fluid in the diverging section close to the expansion. As

shown in Figures 7.9 (b) and (c), the position of the maximum velocitv slightlv moves a\May

from the bottom wall due to the pressure gradient encountered at the expansion. Since an

adverse pressure gradient appears after the expansion, the net retarding shear force on the

particles, which tends to decrease the momentum of the fluid close to the wall, causes the

neighboring fluid to be deflected away from the bounclary. However, the retarding force is

not strong enough to overcome the approaching fluid inertia on the bottom wall. On the

other hand, separation occurs at the top wall as the momentum of the fluid near that point

is reduced to zero bv the combined action of pressure and viscous forces at wide expansion

angles. The flow direction in the separated region is opposite to the flow direction in the

bulk of the fluid. This condition is called diffuser stall in the technical literature [5g,60].
Figures 7.9 (d) and (e) show the velocitv distribution downstream of the recirculation zone.

The fluid becomes dispersed across the duct, reattaches, and the fullv developed profile

becomes established again.

The experimental results demonstrate that the whole-fielcl, non-intrusive, pulse{ Iaser

measurements with Particle Image Velocimetrv (PIV) can be used to obtain local velocitv
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measurements which, in turn, can be converted to irreversibilities throughout the flow

field. The resulting spatial distribution of entropv production can be used as an effective

means of identifving the source and location of flow losses. The data could be exportecl

for optimization studies. In this way, a systematic approach can be taken to improve the

performance of various flow conflgurations.

7.2.2 Numerical Results

Predicted Results for Channel Flow using the PHASES code

For the purpose of demonstrating the applicabilitv of the Second Law in optimization

studies, another numerical study was carried out. Laminar flow of water through the

expansion section was considered. Assessment of the numerical model is carried out through

comparisons with an analytical solution of an isothermal, incompressible, viscous flui{ flow

between two horizontal plates. The fullv developed velocity profile does not change in the

stream-wise direction and it is given by Eq. (7.4). \Me can differentiate the analytical

solution of this problem to find the spatial variation of entropv procluction in the channel.

The predicted results for velocity and local entropv procluction for water flow at 2g0K

with an average velocitv of 0.0504m/s, through a duct with a width of 0.02m are illustratecl

in Figs. 7.10 (a) and (b), respectivelv. The numerical and analytical results are closelv

matched. The entropy production rate is maximum near the wall due to viscous effects. On

the other hand, it becomes zero at the center of the channel where the velocity graclient is

zero. The comparison demonstrates that the CFD solver (PHASES) for the solution of the

flow field and the entropy generation subroutine exhibit good accuracv.

In an attempt to link the entropv generation with traditional loss pa"rameters, we relate

the local entropv generation integrated throughout the flow domain to the friction factor

through Eq. (5.42) as follows,
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ssen: 
l,Þ"a, 

: r# (7.7)

where Í,ñ,L and ? are the friction factor, mass flow rate, length of the plates and the

temperature of the fluid, respectivelv. In laminar flow between parallel plates, f : 24/Reo,

equation (7.7) becomes

ñ 12 mLu2
Ðgen: R", ar (7.8)

Equation (7.8) shows how the total entropv generated in a fully developecl fl.ow between

parallel plates can be evaluated based on geometrical and fluid friction information. An

entropv model that would be used for optimization purposes could be benchmarkecl against

this value to check if the accounting procedure is accurate. The results computed for

z:0.0504mf s, L: rScm and r¿ : rcm with water at 2g0K fr-om Eq. (7.g) ancl the

present formulation are 8.522 x r0-7wlK and 8.51g x r\-Tw/K, respectively.

When EcL. 3.7) is averaged over the volume, it represents the maximum entropy pro-

duced in viscous laminar flow between the inlet and exit locations of any two-climensional

expansion section of the same inlet width.

Predicted Flow through an Expansion Section

Flows through subsonic diffusers are widely encountered in aerospace and other ap-

plications. In this particular configuration, an incoming flow experiences a grad,ual area

expansion. Flow losses due to an area expansion can lead to various undesirable results,

such as reduced ìet engine efficiency. The characteristics of the fl.ow are highlv dependent

on the a,rea expansion ratio and the Reynolds number. Although it is generallv well known

that a certain optimal angle of expansion exists, it is less understood. how entropy produc-

tion can be used as a measure of correlating this optimal flow configuration with clifferent

flow conditions and svstem parameters.
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The two-dimensional geometry of the expansion section used in the numerical simulation

is shown in Fig. 7.I7. A fullv developed velocitv profrle is prescribed at the inlet and a

Neumann condition is applied at the outlet.

For a given outlet to inlet area ratio, the velocity fields were computed for different

expansion angles. Reynolds numbers of 301 and 602 were investigated with the area ratio

kept at 1.5. The flow remained unstalled until 0 : t}o and 0 - 70 for Reynolds numbers

of 301 and 602, respectively. As the expansion angle increases, the boundary layer breaks

awav from the top wall and separation occurs. A recirculation cell is formed in a similar

ì¡/ay as flow past a backward facing step. The separation is mainly due to the unfavorable

pressure gradient introduced bv the expansion.

The predicted velocitv distribution and the corresponding entropv generation contours

at an expansion angle of 600 are shown in Figures 7 .12 (a) and (b), respectivelv. For a

Reynolds number of 301, the flow re-attaches at approximately 8.5 step heights from the

expansion.

Figure 7.Iz(b) illustrates the flow irreversibility, as characterized bv the local entropv

production rate. The magnitude of the contour lines decreases as the labelled numbers

increase from 1 - 6. For comparison purposes, we identifu three major regions of the

entropv generation and loss distribution. The first region is the channel leading into the

expansion. The second region is the diverging region, which sta¡ts at the inlet and ends

where the diverging section joins the wider channel. The third region continues from that

point to the outlet. Three sub-regions of importance are identified in the diverging region:

a recirculation and reattachment region close to the top wall; a region of separation close to

sharp corners at the beginning of the expansion; and flow along the bottom wall. Entropv

production in the recirculation/attachment zone is not very significant since the flow is

relativelv slow in that region and the velocity gradients are small. The entropv production

is high close to the separation region and diminishes as the flow decelerates to fill the larger
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channel' The flow near the bottom ofthe expansion also has high entropv generation due to
the wall shear effects. This is consistent with our understanding of the phvsics of the flow.
The entropv generation map is able to detect the structure of the flow causing mechanical

energy loss in the expansion section.

Table 1 compares the relative proportion of the total entropv generation in the ¿iverging
and outlet regions for different expansion angles of wicle-angled expansions at -Re : 301.

Remarkablv. the total entropv production information predicts that the loss in the diverging
section increases as the expansion angle increases.

The variation of total entropv generation in the unstalled flow regime for the diverging
section is shown in Figure 7.13. The results presented are those obtained after a grid refine-
ment was performed to obtain a converged solution at each angle tested. It is interesting
to note that the loss reduces in the region with clecreasing expansion until approximatelv
3'5o for Re :301 and 3.0o at Re : 602. Angles smaller that these cause an increase in
the mechanical energv loss apparentlv because of their excessive length. The trend also
confirms the dependence of flow losses on Revnolds number when the flow is laminar.

Figure 7'14 illustrates the entropv-based approach for loss characterization at all ex-
pansion angles tested. The values presented have been normalized by Eq. (Z.g) (clivided
bv the volume). The resulting parameter after normalization is directlv proportional to
the loss coefficient' In agreement with previous studies, an optimal angle vielding the least
flow losses in the expansion section exists. This optimum corresponds to narrow angles
(approximatelv 3.50 for Re: 301 and 3.00 at Re: 602) and unstalled flow conditions. we
define a new measure of pressure recovery as

(7.s)

where (Ss"r)rur is the loss that would occur in the absence of the expansion section and it is
given bv Eq' (7'8). An interesting observation from Figure T.r4isthat for expansion angles

n:I- (Sn.,òe, (sru".),"r
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higher than 10', small changes in the expansion angle cause a la,rger loss. While provicling

a phvsical measure of loss, the entropv based approach also gives a phvsical insight into the

location of flow losses and the flow structures leading to those losses.
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Table 7.1: Regional Breakdown of Entropv Generation in the Expansion Section at 600
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Chapter 8

CLOSURE

8.1 Conclusions

In this thesis' a new parameter (called the apparent entropy production difference) has

been established and related to discrete errors in numerical heat transfer. The entropv
transport and positive definite forms of the entropy production equation were employed in
an implicit control-volume-based finite element formulation (CVFEM) to predict the trends
in temperature error associated with different grids. A grid refi.nement study based on the
apparent entropv production difference was carried out. It was observed that the apparent
entropy production difference decreases when the grid is refined, and so it can be used to
characterize the numerical error associated with a particular grid. Good agreement between

computational predictions and analytical results for entropv production rate was achieved

for two test problems involving transient heat conduction and channel flow. The results
indicate that the Second Law provides an effective complement in the numerical prediction
of heat transfer probiems with fluid flow.

In addition, losses in fluid flow have been examined using the rate of entropv production.

In particular, numerical and experimental studies of entropv production in recirculating
flows have been presented' The numerical analysis uses a CVFEM for the discretization
of the conservation laws, as well as the Second Law of The¡modynamics. Furthermore,
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pulsed laser measurements with Particle Image Velocimetry are used to gather the velocity

data. Flow through an expansion section (representing a subsonic diffuser) was considered.

The results indicate that entropy production serves as a kev parameter in establishing the

optimal flow configuration producing the least flow losses in an expansion section. We

concluded that the Second law approach could be used in a systematic way to ensure better
performance of thermofluid svstems.

Some specific conclusions may also be stated from specific sections of this thesis. In
chapter 5, it was concluded the conventional parameters such as head loss and pressure

recoverv coefficient can be inadequate to completelv describe the location and sources of
irreversibilities in fluid svstems. A new approach based on the local entropv production is

proposed to scrutinize the local flow processes leading to system inefficiencies in conjunction

with the conventional parameters. The entropy production distribution can be effectively

found for anv geometrv representing a phvsical application, either numerically (as outlined

in chapter 4) or experimentallv (as outlined in chapter 5). The designer can use the entropv

production map to detect locations in which entropy production is higher that its integrated

value over the entire flow field, and thus assess the effect of a design change on the local and

global distribution of losses. Since the local entropy production can be translated to local

loss parameters, its calculation can open the door to improved thermal and fluids svstem

design.

The philosophv ofthe entropv based approach to solution accuracv through the apparent

entropy difference is general; it is not limited to the CVFEM. The derivation of the discrete

form of the Second Law in Chapter 4 was made in a general context with reference to no

particular numerical scheme. Therefore, the fullv-discrete and the semi-d.iscrete equations

can be developed in the finite difference and finite element contexts. Thus a Second Law

assessment of discretization error in finite difference and finite volume schemes appears

possible.
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8,2 Recommendations for Future Research

The following areas should be researched further.

o Applications to convergence, numerical stability and other scalars. The attention of

this studv was focused on the relationship between the apparent entropy difference

and solution accuracy. It would be interesting to provide extensions of the method to
address other possible relationships between this parameter and convergence/stabilitv

of numerical methods. The inequalitv condition on the difference between the two dis-

crete forms of the Second Law suggests that the parameters could be used to impose

a time step constraint that ensures stability of the numerical scheme. Further devel-

opment ofthe approach to predict solution accuracy ofother scalars (such as velocitv,

pressure, heat fluxes, etc.) would be a worthwhile and challenging undertaking.

o Three- dimensional (3-D) turbulence modeling and measurements with pIV. The

present Second Law, CVFEM formulation and the proposed experimental technique

are implemented for 2-dimensional laminar situations. However, the theorv upon

which the Second Law analysis is based is sufficientlv general for modeling of 3-D

turbulent flows. The implementation of this tvpe of algorithm will surelv broaden the

practical applicabilitv of the second Law tool for loss analvsis.
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App.ndix A

Derivation of Positive l)efinite
Entropy Equation

This appendix presents a derivation of the positive definite entropv equation. The derivation

starts with the governing differential equation for the entropv balance stated in divergence

form:

ry+v (na" *+):o, (4.1)

A thorough derivation of Eq.(,{.1) is presented bv Bejan [6] Using the continuitv equation,

equation(A.1) can be re- written as

(A.2)

It is assumed that entrop¡ like other properties of the svstem, is at least a once differentiable

function of anv two other independent properties, such as the internal energv and densitv

i.e.,

ofi:-" (#) . "

s: s(e, p)

Applving the chain rule of differential calculus gives

Ds ôsDe .7sDp_: _L__

Dq 0e Dr¡ ' 0p Dn
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Entropv may be evaluated by Gibbs' equation:

¿":)a"+1¿p
t p'L

It follows that

(A.5)

(A.8)

(A.e)

(A.10)

(,4..11)

ôs10sn
a": r and ôo: -fu (A'6)

Differentiating Eq'(A'S) with respect to time and using the above equation for the partial
derivatives gives

The differential

following forms,

Ds
Dt

transport equations

respectivelv,

7De n Do: 
T Dt* -ø * (4.7)

for mass and thermal energy can be written in the

-pv -õ

De
p Dt: -pV . d- V .d+ pO

Bv substituting Eq.(4.8) and Eq.(A.g) into equation Eq.(A.z) and re-arranging,

Ds V 'o- uôo-: ' +',Dt T T

Ds
DI

If the Fourier law of heat conduction is used, Eq.(.{.7) may be compared to Eq.(4.8) to
give the result of

-r k(Vf .V7'\ uQF":--@- -.,' >ù

where k is the thermal conductivity.
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Appendix B

List of Thermophysical Properties

Thermophvsical properties for materials in the application problems are given as follows.

For the transient heat conduction problem, cp : TI2.0[J lkgK],[r," : lo,o : I4g.0[W/mK],

p : 2330.0[kg l*3], T": 0.0[0Cf , Tn :102.0[0C] (Siticon).

For laminar flow in plane ducts, % : I12L[J/kgK), lr,, : la,s :0.0BTB[W/rnK],

p:0.774tkslrn3l, q- :27001W/*21, W : I1ïmml (Air).
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